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ABSTRACT
This study probes the impact of changing sex-roles, 
sexuality, careers, children and: household division of labour 
problems as they affect separation and divorce decisions^ .
The sample of 369 Ontario adults* consisted of 36 percent 
males, with the average number of separations, experienced in 
the sample of 1 .9 . * '*
Wives’ and husbands’ complaints were recorded and a 
comparison of these responses is discussed. While both hus­
bands and wives said their feelings were- neglected by spouses 
preceding separation, wives particularly felt- that husbands 
were not as helpful at home as they expected, were more of.ten 
demanding, gave orders and exercised verbal and physical abuse 
frequently. Females felt there was too little talk of pro-' 
blems and that they were often belittled or put down. Hus­
bands said that there was too little caressing and sexual 
cooperation. Husbands frequently either wanted wives to keep 
an outside job and do housework too or would not support their 
wives in outside educational or- career activities of their 
own. Changing sex-roles thus loom large in the pattern of 
marital disruption in this sample.
In 44 percent of,the cases reported, children were 
still considered a deterrent factor in tKe separation or 
divorce. For 17 percent of those reporting child-involved 
cases, they felt that children were in some ways causally 
related to bringing the divorce situation about.
Late attempts to communicate meaningfully between 
partners were generally not successful as was also true of 
those reporting attempts at finding professional help for ^ . 
their marital crises.
Loneliness and social isolation, coupled with com­
panion ship-de privation seem to be the largest unanticipated 
problems of those who have experienced separations. Women 
report economic problems more frequently than men. Those 
women -who had been in a subservient position to an extremely 
dominant male-- when separated - seemed to have fewer pro­
blems than others. Implications of the study are discussed, 
indicating that with increasing awareness of women’s ability 
to get along without men, the days of extreme husband domi­
nance may be coming to an end in some circles.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The family in North America has been undergoing a 
profound process of change. The institutional form of family
t
is being converted into a companionship form of family. The 
traditional family and extended kinship relationships of the 
family are rapidly losing their significance and are being 
replaced by the nuclear type of family concerned with more 
independence and freedom of activity.
Increasing urbanization,' advancement in science 
and technology, and the growing concern with a "higher stan­
dard of living” have changed the older concept of sex morality, 
and resulted in a great amount of family disorganization and 
higher rates of separation and divorce. This perception is 
one side of the picture. The other side can be viewed from 
a different perspective. Instead of being disorganized, the
family can be seen as in the process of a reorganization of
/its roles and functions.
i-
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
This thesis will be an exploratory attempt to link 
decisions and processes preceding separations in serious re­
lationships, marital or non-marital, to some specific vari­
ables presumed to be changing in contemporary society. For 
example iC is) presumed that changing norms regarding appro­
priate sex role behaviour have affected many relationships,
. 1
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creating, some instability and possibly affecting separation 
or divorce'. With the advent of the impact of . the womenfs 
movement, household tasks are not solely the - province of the 
female, but more-frequently men are involved primarily at'
the demand of women. ^Increased rates of divorce and the fur- 
? ■ , ‘ . 
ther press of economic equality in the malelfemale relation­
ships has created an awareness of women*s potential in the 
pursuit of careers. Sexuality'norms are also in process, of 
change, the double standard-losing some of its traditional 
impact. It is also felt that children no longer affect the 
separation or divorce decisions to the same extent as pre- “ 
viously, and that mothers more frequently desert families 
now than formerly. Increased voluntary childlessness is also 
a factor lh concert with the above to make for more complex 
relationships^ Cc^itrol over contraception, zero population 
growth advocacy, arid increasing education for women have also 
added to the potential for equality in relationships; all of 
which upsets the traditional balance of power which favoured 
the male.
RATIONALE FOR STUDY
We can find some good estimates of the probable 
causes and background factors related to divorce, on the ba­
sis of demographic analyses, recently in Canada (Peters: 1975 
Reed: 1975), but there is little to be found in rec.ent Cana­
dian research to suggest a similar sophistication In compre­
hension of the social-psychological processes involved in
with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission
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divorce and separation. Few studies can be found that inves- 
tigate the interactions, feelings, and problems fnora a micro- 
sociological point- of view. VJaller (1951) in his early es­
say on marriage-alienation probably set the -tone'for some 
basic research, but the difficulty of doing good research in 
this area has made studies sparse. Goode's Detroit Study 
(1956) still stands as one of the few empirical orientations 
to the problems related to divorce decisions as few have , 
followed his lead. Popular sociology abounds with case his- 
tories: these have often proved insightful, but have real 
limits in furthering understanding. This study is a beginnihg 
in Canadian literature to make up for this deficiency-and is 
perceived as adding to tb£s literature.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER I I
REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 
^  '•: ’ On the changing dynamics of relationships two
. points of view are very popular. From one point of view the . 
family is undergoing deterioration and the changes such as 
increase in separation and divorce, more involvement of wives 
in jobs outside the home and less attention to familial ac­
tivities, more secularity than sacredness of marriage, and 
parents losing control over children are some of its indica­
tors. The family ties with kinship are gradually loosening. 
The traditional concept of marriage is becoming outdated for 
some with the emergence of modern technology, mobility, ano­
mie and loss of moral absolutism, (Zimmerman:1947, Murstein 
et al:1974, Burgess:i971, Sorokin:1947 and others).
The transition from the traditional family to the 
emergent modern family shows a change in the meanings of 
marriage, sex-roles, and sexuality. In the traditional fam­
ily, as Hodges Jr. (1974) mentions, "the marriage was con­
sidered as a duty or obligation, a life-long unbreakable con­
tract with strong religious overtones and where the divorce, 
annulment, and separation are low". But in the modem family 
"the marriage becomes a. personal rather than a kinship pro­
blem", (Farber:1964)o
Burgess (1971) in his book The Family, describes 
the transition of the family from an institutional form with 
family behaviour controlled by the mores, public opinion, and
permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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latv, to a companionship form, with behaviour arising from the 
nrutu'al affection, equality,. and consensus of its members.
According to Zimmerman (1947), "the most outstand­
ing fact about the family in all its manifestations is the 
presence or absenc^of power". The "trustee” family (the 
traditional family), which has the most power, the'widest 
field of action,, and the greatest amount of social control, 
is evolving through the "domestic" family, in which the bal­
ance of power is distributed between the family and other 
agencies; to the "atomistic" family, which has the least 
power and the smallest possible field of action.
The modern North-American family reflects- much of 
the atomistic family type characteristics and the popularity 
of the conception' that "the individual is to be freed of fam­
ily bonds and -the state is to become an organization of indi­
viduals", seems to be evident (Zimmerman 1974)•
Bernard Farber (1964) suggests that the family is 
undergoing a change from orderly replacement to universal 
permanent availability, that is a change from a stable, 
closed, constant family system from one generation to the 
next to a flexible, open, and variable form o-f family and 
marriage. Marriage becomes a personal rather than kinship 
problem. Thus love marriages rather than arranged marriages 
become prevalent, the rates of divorce and remarriage increase, 
• the numbers of children decline, less emphasis is placed on
premarital chastity and mar-ital fidelity, emphasis is placed
<
on competence a n d ‘interpersonal relations, more married women
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
enter the work force, and youth and glamour are emphasized.
The other point of view is that the family is fac­
ing changes in the organizational structure and will emerge 
strengthened and better suited to a democratic society. Par­
sons and Bales (1955), Parsons (1965) and Eshleman (1974) and 
other sociologists support this point, of view with the fol- 
lowing facts. The double standard in sex i-s declining, the 
choice of a mate is more voluntary, modernization of the 
smaller home and a flood of goods•and services have reduced 
the drudgery of housework, men are less dominant, women have 
more equality’-'in law and in daily living, and a partial shift 
of traditional family functions - protective,.educational, 
economic - to the state, school and industry, makes members 
of a family more independent of each other. As mentioned in 
A Report of the Royal Commission on the Status of Women in 
Canada,
"The family is evolving as an adaptable unit 
within the larger society, basically concerned 
with the mutual emotional support of its mem­
bers. Family lovec, freed from economic com- • 
pulsion and parental authority, may become 
more loyal and permanent." (1970:225-226)
Some time ago Ogburn (1933) detailed how the family
was losing its functions to the rapidly expanding economic,
governmental, educational, religious, health, and recreational
institutions and organizations. But Parsons and. others (1955:
13-34) have expressed "the family is not disorganized, or.
about to disappear or to enter a long period of decline".
flye and Berardo believe that
"The family is changing like all other insti-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
tutions in dynamic societies. It relinquishes 
some tasks to commercial and governmental or­
ganizations; it assumes new responsibilities 
as the need is felt and as the resources be­
come available".’ Change in the family could 
not be arrested unless changes in the economic 
and other institutions also ceased.” (1973=248)
Along with the change in the family functions the
roles\)f the individuals in the family are also undergoing a
change. The traditional husband1s role of "protector” and
r” and the wife’s roles of housekeeper and child
^ rearer are undergoing a profound change. Nye and Berardo
(1973=249-268). have discussed the changes in the husband-
wife roles: regarding men’s roles they conclude that "there
is evidence that men find their roles, at least in current
v1
American society, even more difficult to enact". Ambiguity 
is found.in men’s attempts to perform husband and father roles 
Nye and Berardo further comment that the father’s socializa­
tion role, as well as his provider role, appears more hazar­
dous in industrial society. The child-care and housekeeper 
activities appear to be changed from being proscribed for men 
to being permitted, and some male familial roles like thera­
peutic aijid recreative are emerging. In American society, 
wives who do not share the provider role.may still expect 
their husbands to "do their share” of caring for the baby or 
assisting in the kitchen, or cleaning the house. There.has 
also been a change in the sexual intercourse roles although 
this subject has not been thoroughly discussed in the litera­
ture.
Parsons and Bales (1953) perceive that the unhappy
f.
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state in marital relations appears when the instrumental and 
expressive roles are not properly performed or spouses find 
some confusion in playing these .roles.
Lawrence Podell claims that
"American families are expected to be primarily 
expressively oriented in a predominantly instru­
mental milieu. Their role expectations entail 
contradictory behaviour patterns: glamour and 
amour, domesticity and maternity vie with power 
and.productibn, aggressiveness and competitive­
ness.” (1966: 163-165)
Many sociologists have noticed the effects of the_ 
liberation movement of women on marriage and family. Appa­
rently, it .has resulted in a change in sex-role conceptions 
in marriage. Goode (1962), Komarovsky (1973), Kurstein et al 
(1974), Udry (1974), Henshel (1975), Reed (1975), Eshleman 
(1974), Koch and Koch (1976), Whitehurst (1973,75,76) are 
some of the writers who have noted this change.
-Primacy of home duties and a dependent relationship 
on the husband have been traditional role expectations for 
American housewives. A. C. Catherine (1972:673-685) has indi­
cated that two current trends challenge the image of dependent 
homemaker. First, the dual role of home and employment is in­
creasingly popular among married women; for some this means 
career-commitment. Second, t^e-new wave of feminism stresses 
autonomy (self-determination) for women. These two factors 
may be important in recasting or shattering the mold of North- 
American life, especially through their impact on the marital 
relationship. Catherine concludes that women with a liberal 
attitude toward autonomy expect their husbands to make more
permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
adjustments themselves while women moderates evidence more 
ambiguity'over their roles than either the conservative or 
liberal women.
Segments of the women’s liberation movement are ad­
mittedly extremist. The more moderate groups advocate changes 
toward which many people are favourably disposed. M. A. Baden 
states, **
”Not only is legal equality desired, but the 
women’s liberation movement wants women to be 
socially and psychologically equipped to take 
advantage of expanding opportunities. Suppor­
ters prop'ose basic reorientations in the way 
in which people relate and interact. They 
perceive as critical, change in normative ex­
pectations with regard to both masculirie and 
feminine behaviour. What this points to is a 
fundamental change in the general role struc­
ture of society.” (1973)
The division of household chores is no more solely 
the province of the female, but more .frequently men are in­
volved, primarily at the demand of*women, (Nye:1966, Blood 
and Wolfe:1960, Rappoport and Rappoport:1971)• lb is also 
evident that the effect of the women’s movement has blurred 
the traditional expected sex-roles, (Rodell: 1966,., Miller: 
1973)• Virtually all the research shows that married career 
women have - or need - supportive husbands, (Rappoport and 
Rappoport:1971).
Women now consider themselves equivalent to men in 
many walks of life. They are equally playing their roles; in 
economic, educational and other activities. "Women now consi­
der themselves equal to men but this notion continues to 
create problems. The family is thus experiencing a variety
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of problems and sex-role conflicts. Lawrence Podell believes:
"The American woman is under unusual pressure, . 
internal and external to make decisions, clear 
and present, regarding career and marriage. In 
being so "exposed” , to role conflict, latent 
throughout the system, it often becomes mani­
fested in her. The intensity of the conflict 
is probably related to the acute status anxiety 
of her temporary stressful situation and may be 
soon abated by the relative security of a stable 
marriage." (1966:163-165)
Mirra Komarovsky, in her previously mentioned study, 
shows that women suffered uncertainty and insecurity because 
the norms for occupational and academic success conflict with 
norms for the traditional, feminine role. This finding sup­
ports the view that women who were satisfied with tbe tradi­
tional female role would show less strain when confronted 
with contrary expectations than women who hoped to have both 
a rewarding career and a rewarding marriage. In a later 
study (1973-673-664) she concludes that "men are also confron­
ted with contradictory expectations, e.g. the traditional norm 
of male intellectual superiority conflicts with a new form of 
intellectual companionship between the sexes”.
Career wives may be seen as adding to the strains 
on the family in terms of upsetting the traditional power 
relations. Rossi (1960, Blood and Wolfe (1961), Safilios- 
Rothschild (1970) and Gillespie (1971) are still not sure.who 
is generally more powerful. Bailyn (1971) shows that "men 
who scale down their career involvement, rather than those 
who go full steam or those who severely curtail it, have hap­
pier marriages". But whatever his career commitment, it seems 
that a man wants his wife to be more oriented to his than to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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her work, (Hochschild:1975)•
John Scanezoni (1966:407-411) looks into the issue
r
of conflict in the family from the perspective of husband- 
wife achievement levels. Perceived over-achievement'in ca­
reer by either of the partners may disrupt the family organi­
zation but in the case of the wife the chances of family dis­
organization increase. This is simply because of tradition 
and stereotypical views of 'women’s play’ by men and is not 
important or necessary in all relationships.
I
On marital conflict, R. N. Whitehurst (1976) con­
cludes that it—is^the_jse-sfiltant of the.loss of the effective­
ness, of the social control^functions which the church, commu­
nity, and'kin as an interrelated set of units could once mini­
ster as both a positive support systenTjfor conventionality in 
marriage and a negative sanctions control mode.
Consequently the loss of social control functions 
and the emerging struggle for equality and liberty for women 
led to a change in sexuality norms. Whitehurst (1976), in 
th±s respect, comments that continuation of efforts by the 
women's movement, coupled with increasing emphasis on equality 
in female employment and educational opportunities has fur­
ther increased- the potential for more heterosexual interactions, 
some of which become overtly sexual outside of marriage.
From the literature where something has been said 
about the role of children in the family development and de­
struction, we can conclude that the present separation and 
divorce decisions are no longer affected as much as formerly
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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^r^children. The mothers, now, more frequently desert-fami­
lies than before, '(Goode:1956, Eshleman:1974, Udry:1974).
This might be because of declining birth rates, sometimes 
economic equality in male-female relationships, an awareness 
of the availability of careers, declining religion and rapid 
increase in urbanization, (Monahan:1953, Veevers:1975, Peters: 
1975).
In the marriage and the family area, wj can find 
some literature where separation and divorce is the focal 
point of discussion. Divorce has been discussed both from 
the demographic point of view and the social-psychological 
point of view.
Peters (1975), R̂ fed (1975), Eshleman (1974), Kirk­
patrick (1959), Goode (1956,1962,1965), Udry (1975), Waller 
and Hill (1950), Callahan (194#), Levinger (1966), Hodges 
(1974), Miller (1971), Koch and Koch (1976) and others have 
attempted to illuminate the causes of divorce and separation. 
They reached the conclusion that the basic factor in marital 
discord is changing sex-roles and sexuality norms. 1
Ackerman concludes that "When the spouses maintain 
predominantly common affiliations, the incidence of divorce 
is low; that when the spouses maintain predominantly separate 
affiliations, the,incidence of divorce is high." (1971)
Parsons (1955,1960), Farber (1964) and Komarovsky 
(1950,1973) have discussed this issue from the functional 
point of view. For Parsons and Farber, divorce and separation 
is functional for the society and fulfills the current needs
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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*
of the society. On the other hand Komarovskv deals with this
't
problem in terms of the dysfunctions produced. '
Marriage" complaints today are somewhat different 
from those of 10 or 15-years ago. Still there are complaints 
about lack of communication, unfulfilled emotional needs, pro­
blems with the children, sexual problems, infidelity, money, 
in-laws, alcoholism and physical abuse. Koch and Koch (1975=3) 
described three problems which have become common. The first 
is "unequal growth patterns"; contrary to the traditional pat­
tern of man’s upward mobility and_the woman’s confinement to 
housekeeping, the present woman is gaining relatively equal 
upward social’ mobility. The second problem is "sex-role ste­
reotyping”; many men don’t know how to summon the tenderness, 
warmth and-sharing that women are coming to demand. Finally 
there is the relatively new problem of "personal response";
that used to be almost automatic given older scripts and 
*
norms, but now creates much ambiguity in sex-role response. 
Sacrifices involved in marriage and parenthood require that 
people put aside certain needs and postpone some satisfac­
tions; this is how harder for some people to do in a highly 
individualistic society.
Along with other factors, urbanization has been a 
significant one in producing family disruption and is a major 
force in producing a host of society’s current ills, (J. L. 
Isaacs, 1967=39-44).
William J. Goode (1971), analysing the process of 
family disorganization gives some of the complaints of hus-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
bands and wives against one another:. (1 ) complaint of sexual 
dissatisfaction; (2 ) complaint about equality in regard to 
purely affectional-relations; (3 ) some wives complain that 
their husbands are simply too "bossy" or some refer to the 
personality problems of their husbands; (4 ) husbands complain 
of poor housekeeping and relative lack of affection; (5) cru­
elty and adultery is the most common charge against husbands.
Willard Waller (1956) in describing the alienation 
processes mentions some of the typical crises upon which 
alienation-rests. He describes different stages of alienation 
which lead to the divorce and post-divorce stages. The ini­
tial stage is that of the "disturbance of the affectional 
sexual life of the pair" which leads to the stage of "mention­
ing of the possibility of divorce" which is followed by the 
"crisis of separation" and then culminates in "divorce".
Bach and Y/yden (1969), Raush et al (1974) and Stair 
(1974) have focused on the process of interaction during con­
flict as a critical determinant of marital satisfaction. 
Waller and Hill conclude that the sexual impulse produces a 
number of frustrations and distortions of sheer sexuality 
which produces conflict. Marital conflict, according to 
Whitehurst (1976), is due in part to the challenge faced by 
the husband from his wife who reacts against his traditional 
authoritative masculine role.
The mores have been changed considerably in the 
past decades, particularly for the female. The meaning of 
sex has now changed in marriage, (Reiss:1966, Masters and
with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Johnson:1976).
Prior to the turn of the century, extra-marital, 
post-marital and even sexual relations within the family for 
the purpose of pleasure were considered taboo. Traditionally 
sex was supposed to be used for reproduction. Unofficially 
the double standard existed and sexual deviations by men were 
understandable. On the other hand women were bound to be de­
voted to their husbands and were allowed to have sex solely 
within the marital relationship. Gradually the emerging sex­
ual norms received limited acceptance alongside the tradition­
al sexual norms. Anything occurring within the marital rela­
tionship is seen as normal and satisfactory as long as it is 
agreeable and unharmful to the couple involved, although a 
double standard remains in effect. The publicity- given to 
"swinging” , npre-marital*cohabitation” , and homosexuality 
suggest one type of documentation of the emergence of this 
sexual norm, (Eshleman 1974:141). Kirkendall and Rubin sup­
port this viewpoint and add:
"The perfection of contraceptive methods has 
given the women the ability to control repro­
duction. The separation of sexual functioning 
from reproductive outcomes, if the sexual part­
ners wish it, is now an accomplishable fact.
This has made it more possible for women to 
concentrate directly and exclusively on the 
pleasure-sensory aspects of sex without the 
fear o¥ pregnancy than ever before.” (1976:145)
From the foregoing, it is obvious that as a culture 
North-Americans have experienced considerable structural 
changes in society that have affected the longevity of mar­
riage in negative ways; the decreasing sense of religious
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solidarity in the family, declining kin influence, decreased 
sense of community solidarity and increased democracy, grea­
ter freedom and more participation by wives in the labour 
market, have all led to increased separation and divorce po­
tential. Also, it is suggested from this review of the lit­
erature that changing sex-roles, sexuality, wife's involve­
ment in the labour force' and the role of children in the 
separation and/or divorce decisions are all crucial to under­
standing changing marital dynamics. Since these contemporary 
topics have not been well researched, this thesis will be an 
added increment to knowledge dealing with the process of de­
cision-making in separation and divorce as affected by these 
variables.
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• CHAPTER III 
SAMPLE AND METHOD
For this study 369 persons, both males and females, 
have been interviewed who experienced at least one separation 
from a serious relationship and who were living in Southwes­
tern Ontario at the time of interview. These interviews deal 
with the specific variables of changing sex-rble expectations * 
in marriage, the changing conception of sexuality, and house­
hold division of labour and their impact .on the divorce deci­
sion and the adjustment to separation and potential divorce. 
Since it is not easy to obtain a random sample for such a 
study, selected agencies and referrals by people who knew of 
such cases have been used. The interviews were conducted by ' 
students (average age of 30 years) of a Sociology Extension 
class. These students were given training as part of a course 
in Sociology and they conducted from one to ten interviews 
personally, although the interview schedule was self-explana­
tory as an open-ended focused-interview type format with the 
questions leading to a full discussion of the items of rele­
vance to the study (see Appendix I). Students were instruc­
ted to probe for details and more information when respon­
dents were willing to discuss in more detail issues in their 
cases. Although we recognize the reliability problems of 
these interviews there are no apparent reasons to doubt the 
authenticity and the facts described in the interviews.
For tabulation and codification of the data, I.3.M.
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categories have been devise.d and used in this study. A cod­
ing scheme of forty-six columns, covering all the possible 
relevant categories of responses given to the questions asked 
in the interviews, has been used (see Appendix II). For the 
data analysis SPSS computer programming was used.
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THE VARIABLES AKD OPERATIONALIZATION
. <6
In this study marital separation and divorce is 
hypothesized to be the product of change in the male-female 
attitudes towards sex-role allocations in marriage, 'sexuality, 
the presence/absence of children,,-career development, and 
household division of labour along with the difficulties in 
spouses* interpersonal communication and the non-availability 
or failure in obtaining outside help such as that of rela­
tives, church, friends, counsellors, etc. to mend the break­
ing or deteriorating relationships.
Marital separation, here, is considered as the phy^ 
sical separation of spouses from each other under the follow-l
ing initial conditions; unmarried but in love and had expected 
to be married in the future, living common law, unmarried 
liaisons, or married but voluntarily or legally separated 
from each other or they have obtained divorce.
The-changes in sex-role expectations in marriage 
are considered as the change in perception and performance of 
male-female "instrumental" and "expressive" role's. Changing 
conceptions of sexuality are seen to be the change in the
V
sexual double-standard (a standard which implies differential 
treatment according to sex membership in terms of the privi­
leges and penalties extended to men and women in society).
This also involves the change in male-female views xh res­
ponse to the e a ^  availability of contraception devices and 
facilities, and the impact of relatively free movement of
with permission of the copyright o w ner Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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women in life activities.
The children are considered in terms of 11011* their • 
presence or absence affects the process of separation.
The idea of having independent careers is gaining 
popularity and -in this study career involvement is examined 
to determine the effects on the marital relationship and pro­
cess of separation.
For a detailed discussion of these variables, see 
Goode (1956,62), Komarovsky (1973), Skolnick (1973), Murstein 
et al (1974), Brownsweller (^9^4), Henshel ( 1 9 7 5 ) Reed (1975) 
Eshleman (1974), Udry (1974), Koch and Koch (1976), Scanzoni 
and Scanzoni .(1976), Whitehurst (1975,1976), Butler (1976), 
Safilios-Rothschild (1970,1977) and. Reiss (1976).
In order to comprehend how these variables may con­
tribute to the decision for separation or divorce, an attempt 
in the following chapter is made to understand the decision­
making process through three theoretical approaches (i) "struc 
tural-functional", (ii) Farber’s "Permanent availability of 
individual as potential mate", and (iii) Reissts "The Wheel 
Theory of love".
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CHAPTER IV
THEORETICAL FRAME OF REFERENCE
The structural-functional frame of reference has . 
been used for this study. Generally this approach deals with 
the explanation of each part or component (structure) of a 
society and the manner in which these parts interrelate with
one another - both within and outside the particular system
- •***: •
under study. Merton (1949) states that Functional Analysis 
primarily applies to'standardized items (such as social roles, 
institutions, social process, cultural items, social norms, 
group organization). It operates with some concept of moti­
vation of individuals in social systems. It works with an 
idea of multiple consequences and a net balance of items* j
^  It .distinguishes between motives and objective consequences,
%
utilizing two main concepts: "manifest functions" as objec­
tive consequences, contributing to the adjustment or adapta-
» *
tion of the system-, which are intended and recognized by 
0 ’
participants in the system; and "latent functions” as conse­
quences which are neither intended nor recognized. An item
* ^
may be functional in a "society", but &  given time may be 
functional for some units, dysfunctional for others. A v 
series of units may be affected by an item: status, subgroups, 
larger systems, cultural systems. The basic assumptions of . 
this frame-of reference are given as follows:
1. Social conduct is best analyzed for its contri­
bution to the maintenance of the social system or for its
with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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nature under the structures of the system.
2. A social human is basically a reacting part of
the social-system; self elicited (independent) action ia- 
rare and asocial.
3. The basic autonomous unit is the social system, 
■which is composed of interdependent sub-systems (e.g., in­
stitutions, family systems, etc.).
4. It is possible to profitably study any subunits
of the basic system.
5. The social system tends to homeostasis*
A second set of assumptions more particularly app­
licable to the institution of the family is as follows:
1. Certain functional requirements must be satis­
fied if a society is to survive at a given level.
2. There are functional subsystems to meet these 
requirements.
3. In every society the family performs at least 
one of these basic functions.
4- An individual family is a social system with 
functional requirements comparable to those of larger social 
systems.
5. An individual family is also a small group pos­
sessing certain generic characteristics in common with all"*
small groups.
' 6. Social systems, including families, perform in-
♦
dividual-serving functions as well as society-serving func-
«
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tions (Sshleman 1974:40). * ^
This analysis fociisesr-. upon both the micro level and 
the macro level. Macro analysis deals with ways changing • 
family functions and roles (such as sex-roles, sexuality, 
children, division of labour, career, etc.) have affected the 
potential for separations. The micro analysis mainly deals 
with how the individuals have been affected by the potential 
for separation, how subjects’ perceptions of sex-roles, sexu­
ality, children, division of labour, career, etc., created 
changes and/or responses.
MACRO ANALYSIS
1. Instead of the older status ascription in society 
for women there seems to be now an increasing trend to achieve
_the status. Moreover, the participation of women in the 
socio-economic and cultural activities and the demand for 
equality in life might be taken as a threat to masculine role 
playing which may create such circumstances where separation 
is inevitable.
2. The nev? notions pf sexuality (alternatives and 
disparity^} create" pressures on men to perform in such a way 
as to satisfy a higher s.et of sexual expectations.
3. The increased ability of women to survive in the 
career would enable women to contemplate the possibility of 
life outside a man-woman union.
* For a detailed discussion of Structure-Functionalism, see 
Talcott Parsons (1949), Robert K. Merton (1949), and Don 
Martindale (i960). 9-
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4. The new social acceptability of voluntary child­
lessness or, at least, fewer children may lead to a disparity 
in male and female views and, therefore, increase the likeli­
hood of separation.
5. Modern developments in science and technology 
help in the household chores and other outside jobs making 
them easier and less time consuming. Consequently people can 
afford more time for other socio-economic activities outside 
the home which may help in keeping people away from family 
life and more involved in extra-curricular activities.
6. Vfith more participation in the labour force, 
women now demand a single standard and expect men to share 
the jobs which were formerly considered to be feminine jobs,
i.e., division of household chores, childrearing, etc. Con- 
sequently men may perceive it as a threat and react negatively.
f
7. The complexity of industrialization and an in­
creasingly specialized labour force demands more and more in- 
volvement of people in the labour force (that is, shift work,
I
out-of-town' business and conferences, etc.), and forces peo­
ple to afford less attention to family affairs.
8. The transition from the traditional joint family 
to the modern isolated nuclear family system results in a ' 
companion type relationship which is contractual and can more 
easily be broken; This compaijionate family also places great­
er emphasis on emotional satisfaction which some families may 
be unable to provide.
9- The availability of social interaction for women
/
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\ c brings them into contact with possible romantic partners.
10. The search for the "ideal partner" which appears
to be increasingly common, inevitably leads to high levels of 
failure.
11. The trend toward a welfare-bureaucratic society 
leads to the emergence of a colleague family type where men 
and women are seen to be increasingly equal. In families 
where the partners disagree on this issue there is an increa­
sed strain to separation.
12. The social recognition of illegitimate children
without negative stigma or lowered social standing, the avail­
ability of contraceptive devices, the trend.of childlessness 
or having fewer children, the changing norms of sexuality, 
that is, homosexuality, lesbianism, bisexuality, swinging, 
premarital and postmarital cohabitation, etc., help to loosen 
and attenuate the sacred character of marriage and make the 
marriage and family institution much like secular institutions 
where one’s commitment can be short-term.
13. The bonds-of family solidarity are weakening.
Many family functions are being replaced by outside agencies.
Therefore, the links of husband-wife-children are losing their 
significance.
14. The conflict about the new and the traditional
family functions can create an antagonistic atmosphere be­
tween the family members.
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MICRO FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS:
On the more personal level, persons considering 
divorce are faced with choices, contingent on opportunity 
structures. It is apparent that more people perceive oppor­
tunity to separate in ways that did not affect the previous 
participants of marriage. The faot of perception of opportu­
nity is thus a major variable in considering a micro-analysis 
of the separation decision. Some factors tending to support 
this contention are listed and described below:
1. Media influences tend to create a band-wagon 
effect —  people see divorce and separation as a possibility. 
People see. others making it through difficult separations and 
divorces and feel they too could make it.
2. The women’s movement tends to provide impetus 
for separations in that it provides emotional -support for the 
woman’s view of separation, provides new support structures 
(such as the new local home for separated women who have been 
abused by husbands, and the Windsor Council on Separated and 
Divorced Women) and creates motivational supports for begin­
ning anew when things do not work out well in old relation­
ships.
3. Greater economic opportunities in the job market 
—  better educational supports for women, and a general aware­
ness of discrimination in occupations all tend to lend sup­
port for women considering separation as a^/£able alternative 
more frequently than before.
k. Legal changes: although these have not been
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major, increasing awareness of the ways in which^women have 
been discriminated against in law is occurring. Women are 
solidifying their forces in attempting to press for more 
equal rights in the law.
5. Changing role of children: in terms of percep­
tions of the role of children, modern mothers feel more able 
to take care of children without fathers, may be less likely 
to have any or as many children, and are less likely to let 
their presence deter them from divorce or separation action.
6. All of the above tend to increase a sense of 
autonomy, independence from men (at.least in terms of tradi­
tional ways of thinking about these dependency relationships)
' and the unwillingness to persist in marital relationships 
that are basically less than satisfactory.
Besides the structural-functional frame of refer­
ence, the decision-making process leading to separation or 
divorce is also analyzed through Bernard Farber’s theory of 
"universal permanent availability of individuals as potential 
mates" and Ira L. Reiss’s "the wheel theory of love".
Farber’s theory suggests that individuals become 
available for marriage with anyone at any time. Given a bi­
lineal type of system (in contrast to patrilineal or matri- 
lineal), homogamous social characteristics decline in impor­
tance (exogamy occurs) and marriage becomes a personal rather 
than a kinship problem. Thus love marriages rather than ar­
ranged marriages become prevalent, the rates of divorce and 
remarriage increase, the number of children decline, less
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^  emphasis is placed on premarital chastity and marital fidel­
ity, emphasis is placed on competence and interpersonal rela­
tions, more married women enter the work force, and youth and 
glamour are emphasized.
In.the words of Farber, the family operating in 
terms.of universal permanent availability of individuals as 
potential mates can be expected to have the following charac­
teristics: 1. The family group takes the form of a voluntary 
association in which a j^erson continues membership as long 
as his personal commitments to the other family members ex­
ceed his commitments elsewhere.
2. If the individual is to sustain a high desira­
bility as a potential mate, he is motivated to develop and 
maintain certain personal skills and attributes enhancing his 
ability to perform activities and his appeal to members of 
the opposite sex.
3. The socialization of children will be aimed at 
maximizing their market position in permanent availability -
- the child is required to' develop (a) a pleasing personality, 
(b) competence in interpersonal relations, (c) a pleasant 
appearance, (d) occupational skill regardless of sex.
4. Having children is a voluntary pledge by the 
parents to maintain their marital relationship...the presence 
of children diminishes flexibility in changing marriage part­
ners.
5. Without temporal or narital-status restrictions 
on availability, neither premarital chastity nor marital fi-
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delity has a bearing on availability as a potential mate.
6. Since neither time nor prior marriage (including 
current marriage status) reduces the availability of the in­
dividual as a potential mate, there is no incentive to delay 
marriage, (Eshleman 1974 = 131; Bernard Farber:JL96Z).)«.
Reiss’s "The Wheel Theory of Love" suggests that 
the development of love or primary (close, intimate, face- 
to-face, and durable) relationships of any sort (friendship, 
love for parents, and so on) can be conceptualized into four 
processes: (1) rapport; (2) self-revelation; (3) mutual de­
pendency and (A) personality need fulfillment. (Reiss 1976: 
93-97) ^
Although these four processes can be seen easily 
as leading to love development, it is also possible to see 
the same processes - when they become reversed - to lead to 
the demise of a love relationship. Dyadic relationships are 
stable only insofar as they tend to supply needs for support, 
love, and intimacy. When personality need fulfillment be­
comes altered, then mutual dependency will also change (and 
this may even occur in good relationships over time), -and 
thus the processes of self-revelation and rapport will also 
be affected - at times in negative ways.
A spouse who does not need support from others than 
a husband or wife early in the marriage may find her/his 
needs changing - and may find part of their needs met in an 
outside job for example. This may weaken the sense of mutual 
dependency and in turn affect the ways in which self-revela- 
tion and rapport operate. If one partner is threatened by
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the change in the system of interactions as contrasted to ■ 
earlier stability in the relationship, the entire love dyna­
mics can be - and often are - easily reversed - turning love 
into more negative forms of interaction. Theoretically, the 
dynamics can flow in either direction - as noted by Reiss.
It is probable that men, trained as they are to act on more 
instrumental and fewer expressive styles in interaction 
would be less likely to sustain .self-revelation over a long 
period - as required by many wives in marriage. Thus, if 
the socialization theory we have available to us is correct, 
there is often a built-in problem and potential of reversing 
the dynamics of the love-cycle. '
In the present situation Farber’s notions are. 
clearly observed in our society. The recognition of increas­
ing rates of separation, divorce and remarriage; the chang­
ing trends of such activities like homosexuality, lesbianism, 
bisexuality, swinging, premarital and post-marital chastity; 
more and more involvement of women in the labour force and 
as a. result their expectations that men share an equal amount
of household chores, are some of the indications that the
%
expectations about the sexuality norms, career, and what roles 
men and women are supposed to perform are undergoing change.
Moreover the notions mentioned in the Macro and 
Micro Functional analysis also seem to be quite applicable 
in such situations which may support the idea of the avail­
ability of individuals as.potential mates.
The linkages betv;een the normative context of the
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larger culture and the lives of individuals is thus clarified 
by the macro- and micro analysis of changes now occurring in 
our society. The loosening of sex-role allocations, allowing 
women and men to both seek new levels of achievement and a- 
daptation, new and more open norms governing sexuality, fe­
male economic independence, changing views of the role of 
children (and their absence} in marriages, altered norms of 
and technology of housekeeping, the demise of the old double 
standard, changes in government policies, declining sanction­
ing powers of traditional agencies, and a disparity of views 
about what iife should be like inside any relationship all 
have added to the complexity and made more problematic the 
nature of stable relationships. Added to these factors, the 
influence of the medisb on divorce and the continuing pres­
sures of and positive sanction of the womenTs movement to see
»
singlehood as viable, we find it difficult to expect other 
than higher divorce rates in the near future.
The models developed by^ Farber and Reiss tend to 
add insights at the macro- and micro levels o f .dynamics ̂ f 
divorce and separation. The changing meanings of these cru­
cial items in understanding how love grows, changes, and 
frequently becomes so problematic that people seek separations 
and divorces, becomes more clear as a sociological problem.
It is clear that on balance couples today may experience a 
range of pushes and pulls toward divorce that did not create 
the same probabilities for previous generations in the past. 
New opportunities, coupled with the decreasing power of. the
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older order to either sustain marriage or prevent divorce, 
create a climate of instability and high risk for .continuance 
of relationships-which formerly would have continued but do 
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For this sample^ 134 males {36 percent) and 235 fe- 
males (64 percent) were interviewed. The mean age wap about 
30 years, the modal age category being between ages 26 - 30. 
The mean duration of marriage was between five and six years.
Occupationally, the sample was comprised of about
* *
one-third service-connected persons, 19 percent were in pro­
fessions, less than 10 percent each were in either blue-collar 
or white collar, jobs (self defined), seven percent were en­
gaged in skilled-trade and 22 percent were unemployed.
As far as religious preference in childhood is con­
cerned $1 percent of the respondents identified themselves as 
Protestants and 44 percent as Catholic. Those who had no re­
ligion or had religion other than Christianity comprised three 
percent and two percent of the sample respectively.
Some changes in religious preference were observed 
in the data when the respondents identified their ’present* 
religious, preference. Forty-six percent of the respondents 
were Protestants, 35 percent Catholic, and 17 percent claimed 
that they h'ad no religion.
The mean number of children of the•marriages in ttre- 
sample was 1.45, with 25 percent having just one child. Pf 
the 214 cases reporting on the child custody/parent relation-
For further percentages, see Tables in Appendix III.
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ship, 91 percent of the mothers retained the children while- 
nearly five percent of the respondents had an arrangement
I■•whereby the children were either shared regularly or the-
children in the family were Split.up among the parents. An
apparerftly. non-permanent and somewhat illegal adaptation.
seems to be occurring in some cases where people live in the
same house, but do not have intimate relationships,. This
adaptation has been called.’distancing* in which former mates
«tend to treat each other as fellow roomers rather than as 
spouses. It seems to have limited relevance now, but may be 
increasing as a form of temporary adaptation.
The mean number of separations (of more than a few 
days duration and were interpreted as ’serious* 
by respondents} was 1.9. Of'the total, S6 percent had ex­
perienced three or less separations,,p£ this nature.
Husbands’ views of wives’ struggles for liberation 
and equality showed that 46 percent said their wives wanted 
equality of sex-roles, jobs and a general decrease in double­
standards, while 24 percent claimed their wives were after 
sexual•liberation, including the freedom to* engage in sex 
with outside others. However, 79 percent did not respond to 
this item, which leaves unclear the status of liberation- 
seeking for most in the sample. * There were no significant 
differences for males and females on this item.
With respect to household division of labour, ̂ frives 
were about four times more likely to complain that husbands
* Unless otherwise specified in this chapter, percentage's re­
ported will refer to the .proportion of the sample answering 
that item on the interview schedule.
separa t io ns
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were inadequate in terms of expectations than vice-versa.
'Husbands did not generally see housekeeping as a large item 
in terms of separation or divorce seeking.
Wives also tend to feel that husbands abuse them 
much more frequently than vice-versa. Wives1 most frequent 
complaint about being dominated by husbands was that men give 
orders and use verbal abuse(77 percent claimed this, 49 per-
 ■ t
cent said husband gave orders., 25 percent said he used verbal
abuse), Thirteen percent also claimed their spouses used
physical abuse that was instrumental in their deciding to*
seek a separation or divorce (S&D). By way of contrast, only 
forty percent of the husbands in the sample claimed their 
•-wives used verbal abuse; the only other response worth noting 
was that wives were seen as making one-sided decisions (27 
percent). It is obvious that women1s complaints are roughly 
twice as frequent or more in terms of feeling dominated or 
abused by the spouse. The ratio of male-female physical bru- 
•tality or violence was 14/3. Three percent of the men irf the 
• sample admitted to being physically attacked by wives.
There was also a significant difference in the fre-
'quency of feelings registered by the sexes in terms of percep-
* rtions of failure of emotional support. Although both males 
and females claimed,a high proportion of neglect of the emo­
tionally sfipportive side of marriage, females more frequently 
complained, with 52 percent as compared with 45 percent of 
the husbands who responded to this item. They (both males 
and females) claimed that their feelings had been ignored.
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Three times as many wives as husbands felt that there was too 
little talk of problems. On the other han^* husbands were 
about two and a half times more likely to claim thatt_£he pro­
blem was one of too little caressing and touching. is
led to the suspicion that males might have impliem that sex­
ual caressing was the problem: it is also likely that the old 
scenario was involved in some cases wherein the husband failed 
at emotional supportiveness and talk, while still expecting 
sexual rewards. Later case excerpts will investigate the fre­
quency ofjthis occurrence in this study. Wives also regis­
tered feelings of being belittled or put down twice as fre­
quently as husbands. Wives twice as often reported on this 
issue. '
- . Husbands disapproved of. wives working in $2 percent
of the cases reporting, while about 22 percent of the wives 
claimed their ̂ husbands expected them to both work and keep house<
About one third of the reporting wives claimdcf^there 
was some disapproval of the liberation movement^p«/-the part 
of husbands, while nearly half repoa^ed^arguments or disagree­
ments on the nature of the womenTs movemen^^ It should be 
noted, however that only about 20 percent of the total res­
pondents answered this item.
Educational problems seem to cut both ways, as 36 
percent of wives said that they wanted more education, but 
husbands said no. On the other hand,.29 percent said the 
disagreement was in terms of the husband wafrfing"the wife to 
go back to school and the wife was disinterested. Of those
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answering, 53 percent of the wives wanted either a career or
%
to return to educational activity, but husbands disapproved.
Of the husbands, 28 percent wanted their wives to seek a job 
or career and the wives were disinterested. It is obvious- 
that women more frequently want outside activity.than hus­
bands will'support, but it is often the reverse case in which 
women do not wish to pursue outside interests. This, of 
course may be due in part to the institutionalization of a 
woman who has been entrapped in the limiting housewife roles 
for some time and may in some cases simply reflect a woman’s 
insecurity in making the initial step’outward —  and becomes 
stopped by inertia.
Changing sexuality values or patterns of behaviour 
were involved in the following ways: wife’s low sex-drive,
15 percent, husband’s low sex drive, 23 percent. The inci­
dence of adultery was seen as affecting the S&D decision 
nearly four times as often for wives (whose husbands had com­
mitted adultery) than vice versa. Struggles and complexities 
of dealing with more open marriages was cited as a changing 
sexual problem for 21 percent of the cases.
With respect to other sexual problems, sexual non­
cooperation was cited by 56 percent of the sample, while 20 
percent said they were turned off by alcohol use of the part­
ner; another ten percent simply cited sexual incompatibility.
In those cases where children were present, Uh per­
cent said their presence was a deterrent to or tended to de­
lay the S&D decision. In 17 percent of these cases, the
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children were seen as causally linked the sequence leading 
to separation. There was serious disagreement on child-rear­
ing in 15 percent, while 13 percent disagreed on whether or 
not to have children.
In rank order, the items cited as most crucial to
the decision to get a separation were: (1) spouse no longer re- 
✓
sponded with feelings of love and/or communication, {2) adul­
tery, (3) husband left, (4) failure of cooperation in household
I(and generally); (5) brutality, (6) sexual non-cooperation,
(7) in-law problems. About 40 percent saw the problems involved 
in communications and chronic conflicts as crucial. In nearly 
19 percent, the rationale was provided that the spouse was tel­
ling lies and making excuses for behaviour that was unacceptable.
Besides the most crucial decision-making items the 
other most frequent specific reason for the breakup was the in­
volvement of another person (IS percent). Personality incom­
patibility was cited as the second most often direct cause.
Other reasons given were drinking, brutality, or spouse wanting 
more sex.
In about half the cases, the wife was the departing 
person, while 37 percent of the husbands made the decision to 
leave. In 13 percent of the cases, the decision was a mutual 
one as to who should leave or how the actual separation should 
be handled. It is apparent that separation is not often a 
mutual decision.
In terms of adapting to the new status of ’separated', 
the following unanticipated problems were cited: loneliness
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and companionship-deprivation (29 percent), social isolation 
(21 percent). Thus these two categories of social depriva- 
tion-loneliness make up half those problems of a severity 
unanticipated. The third-ranked response, however (15 percent) 
claimed there were no unanticipated problems in separation. 
Economic problems was fourth-ranked.
The advice offered by the subjects who had gone
through the S&D process was as follows: In 39 percent of the
cases, the advice simply was fdo itr. They apparently felt
it better to separate than continue the struggle. About 26 .
*
percent said the problem should be re-evaluated and to try 
for some kind of amicable settlement. About 21 percent said 
professional help should be sought (even though their own ex­
perience with this was extremely limited - see below). Some 
fewer respondents suggested not delaying S&D because of chil­
dren or to seek a trial separation. Women were twice as 
likely to recommend professional help as men.
Women were much more likely to say that their at­
tempts at communications failed than men (63 vs. 37 percent
for men). Overall, 83 percent of the sample said that late
efforts to communicate about their problfems failed.
Of those who had some experience with counselling,
76 percent claimed it was ineffective'or they got little or 
no help from it. Males were more likely to see counselling 
as helpful (39 vs. 60 percent of females who said it was of 
no avail). Less than seven percent claimed that their late 
attempts at conciliation had any salutary effect. Many ir.ter-
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pretations can be. implied, in this datum, but it is uncertain
* *
whether the crucial variable was in trying ‘to salvage a rela­
tionship beyond repair, unavailability of good counsel, or if 
in fact counselling is not all that useful for persons near­
ing divorce at all.
In any case, 61 percent claimed they tried to get 
help and it was not useful, 16 percent claimed the counsel 
they used was simply ineffective, and less than five percent 
found counselling to be an effective means of helping them 
cope with their problems„
s The main purpose of this thesis is to study the
) . *decision-making process of separation and divorce as affected
by our selected variables. The findings described above have 
illuminated some aspects of this process. One thing is ob­
vious, that'men and women have different perceptions about 
sex-roles and the sexuality norms, and now in the light of 
these results we shall further proceed to inquire why and how 
males and females perceive the world differently.
SOME MALE-FEMALE DIFFERENCES— ------------------------------------------------  i
Amo’ng the most striking of the findings of this 
study must be noted the differing responses of men and women 
to the same items. If any single and clear message is created 
by the data from this study, it is that men and women inhabit 
extremely different social-psychological worlds and their 
views vary tremendously. For example, the frequency of com­
plaints about involvement in the household show a strict sex-
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role stereotyped response, with 79 percent of both males and 
females registering complaints about the opposite sex in this 
category. Wives claimed (at least 31 percent of them) that '
their husbands believed it was the sole duty of the wife to 
take care of the house. Some 55 percent also said that their 
husbands did not participate in any meaningful way in house­
hold chores.
Only four respondents of the total said that their 
own low sex-drive was a problem in the relationship (two males 
and two females)o Although the husband*s low sex drive is 
more often seen as a problem in the relationship, the husband*s 
adultery is more frequently seen as a problem; whether this is 
in part because it- is simply less frequent as an occurrence or 
husbands are m&re tolerant is not clear. The husband*s low 
sex drive was most often ranked as a problem, followed by pro- 
blems in open marriages, adultery and wife*s low sex drive. 
These problems, if they represent anything like the normal 
ones in contemporary divorces, do present some different as­
pects of sexuality. Nearly one-third of the females said hus­
band’s adultery was a serious problem while only one male re­
sponded the same^ Men more frequently, however, did complain 
about sexual non-cooperation (67 percent vs. 49 percent for 
women).
The fincling dealing with children was that women 
more frequently claimed the separation was delayed because of 
the presence of children (43 percent vs. 55 percent for fe­
males). Also, women were about three times as likely to say
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that children were implicated in a causal way with the sepa­
ration and divorce than men, (67 percent vs. 24 percent).
This can probably be explained because of the inordinate near­
ness of mothers in terms of their lives to children - even 
though it is not ’moral’ for mothers to express such negative 
feelings as these. There was no difference in the expression 
of males and females with respect to the proportions saying 
they disagreed with spouses over child-rearing.
Somewhat more men than women claimed their status-.
aspirations were a problem in the relationship. A somewhat
larger proportion of men than women (27 vs. 20 percent) wan- 
%
ted more money, status, and prestige. From comments, however, 
it is obvious that career and job problems can cut both ways 
in these days of high employment of both men and women. Both 
can spend so much time and^develop such commitments to jobs 
and careers that there is little time to devote to maintenance 
of a meaningful relationship. The usual problem appears to be 
the disparity of spouses* desires for levels of commitment to 
work and careers. It seems not often that there is real agree­
ment on the importance of this in marriage. The most frequent 
complaint is that men place too much emphasis on their career 
development. Of course the reward structure of our society 
precludes serious fatherhood and spousehood.
In terms of post-separation problems, 64 percent of 
the women and 36 percent of the men said they suffered unan­
ticipated loneliness and conpanionship-deprivation problems. 
Also, women mentioned economic problems as severe four times 
as often as men. c
d-
I
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Women who had felt Extremely dominated by their hus­
bands were less likely.£o record unanticipated problems after 
separating. It may be that the sense of relief of not being 
in the presence of a tyrannical husband may create an easier 
separation experience. Dominance by husband and having a 
husband who tends to play boss and give lots of orders was 
associated with the highest rate of wife’s departing ($2 per­
cent}, verbal abuse rationales was“the second most frequent 
(24 percent) while physical abuse was the third most frequent 
response (16 percent).
The occasion of the wife leaving was also associa­
ted with having a husband who believed that housework was the 
sole duty of the wife (62 percent of wives who departed from 
husbands). Also, arguments and non-communication was often 
recorded by those wives who claimed their husbands felt house­
work was for women and who* had no regular household duties 
(75 percent).
, In the case of husbands departing, in 64 percent of 
these cases this event was associated with the husband either 
wanting extramarital sex or had in fact committed adultery.
It can be seen from these data that there is a clear pattern 
of male-female disparity that helps to account for problems 
which become large enough to create a separation or divorce.
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CHAPTER V I
THE TRENDS OF MALE/FEMALE PERCEPTIONS WITH RESPECT TO AGE
In the' previous chapter we tried to understand the 
male-female perceptions about sex roles, sexuality norms> and 
other variables but in this chapter, the attempt is made to 
have rather more sophisticated information with the help of 
controlling the variables of respondent’s age, duration of 
marriage and occupation.
The age of the respondents has been distributed in­
to three groups. The younger age group is comprised of 17 - 
25 years old respondents; the middle age group is comprised 
of 26 - 35 years old respondents and the older age group is 
comprised of those who are above 35 years of age.
The husbands in the younger and the older age groups 
(17 - 25 years and 35 years and above) appear unable to very 
frequently identify their wives’ desire for equality and lib­
eration in sexual affairs which the wives themselves claimed, 
(husbands' 4 percent, wives 44 percent in the younger age group, 
and husbands 13 percent, wives 33 percent in the older age 
group). A change occurred in the middle age group (25 - 35 
years) when more husbands reported their wives’ desire and 
interest in gaining equality and sexual liberatiob (husband 
28 percent, wives 16 percent). ^
The household drudgery and the responsibility of 
raising kids in the child-rearing period may be speculated as 
one factor which hinders women’s outside activities. Moreover,
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men's double standard at this point makes women's implicit 
desire for equality and liberation in sexual affairs more ex­
plicit.
There are decreasing/increasing trends in.the com­
plaints of feelings registered by the spouses in terns of 
perceptions of failure of emotional suppo^ when age is used 
as a control variable. There is a c^^reasing trend among fe­
males by age claiming negligence of emotional support in the 
marriage by their husbands (52 percent of younger women, 40 
percent of middle aged, and 12 percent of the older women}. 
Regarding the same problem - an increasing trend by age is 
found among males. The claim that their feelings were ignored 
by their wives is found to be 35 percent among younger hus­
bands, 42 percent among middle aged and ?5 percent among the
>older husbands. "Wife did not caress and touch" is another 
claim which indicates an increase by age among males (12 per­
cent, 35 percent, 36 percent).
The fact that fewer women at old ages complain about 
the failure of emotional support of husbands (52 percent youn­
ger, 30 percent middle age and 12 percent older age) leads to 
the question whether older women gave up on the expectation 
or they in fact find that older men are more in attune to the 
needs of women. The fact that the reverse trend is registered 
by men (35 percent, 42 percent, 55 percent respectively) may 
indicate simply that people over the long haul get toughened 
to each other. This may basically mean that women get tough 
and do not expect as much tenderness etc. from husbands and
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thus may not give it any more, to them.
♦
The data showed the following regarding disagree­
ment on women’s liberation. The registration of claims by
*
husbands about the disagreement with their wives on the lib­
eration movement shows an increasing trend by age group (three 
percent, 17 percent and 46 percent). The data also indicate 
the equally strong women’s view. More younger women perceived 
their husband’s disagreement* about the liberation movement 
(41 percent, 24 percent 36 percent).
Regarding changing sexual values or behaviour pat­
terns, among males, there is a gradual increase in identify­
ing wife’s low sex drive (nine percent, 15 percent and Id per­
cent). Wives’ reports about husbands low sex drive is also of 
interest (25 percent, Id percent and 25 percent). On the other 
hand, there is a decreasing tendency among males^to identify 
struggles and complexities of dealing with more open marriages. 
(14 percent, nine percent, four percent).
Brutality, whether in the form of verbal abuse or 
physical abuse had been considered more by females as a cru­
cial point to decide about obtaining separation or divorce 
(11 percent, five percent, 10 percent) as compared to (one 
percent, two percent and one percent by males).
Lack of love and lesser desire of communication with' 
the spouse, and the complaints on the account of duplicity, 
lying and making excuses have been more frequently reported 
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In the category of "no longer feelings of love, and 
la'ck of desire to communicate with the spouse” the women’s 
frequency of reporting were (15 percent, eight percent, 14 
percent) and men’s, (two percent, two percent, eight percent). 
Reporting spouse’s duplicity,, lying and making excuses for 
unexpected behaviour, women: (11 percent, 14 percent, 13 per­
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DURATION OF MARRIAGE AS VARIABLE IN SEPARATION
*
For the sake of convenience the duration of marriage 
in this chapter is distributed into three groups. The first 
group comprises of those who were married for three ty’ears or 
less; the second group comprises of those who were married 
for 4 - 1 0  years and the third group consists of those who 
were married for more than 10 years.
An increase in desird for extra-marital sex is found’ 
among men by duration of marriage (26 percent, 28 percent and * 
42 percent) and an inverse relationship is found among women 
by duration of marriage (30 percent, 22 percent and 18 percent). 
Another part of this picture is that the women .who were mar­
ried for three years or less desired more extra-marital sex.
On the.other hand the data reflected an increasing tendency 
of women’s adultery, that is seven percent among those women 
married for^hree years or less, 22 percent among those mar­
ried for. 4 - 10 years, and 27 percent among those married, for 
more than 10 years.
With respect to the identification of their inten­
tion or desire for extra-marital sex, it is unclear whether 
men lie about such desires. It is to be noticed here that 
their intention or desire has been more frequently reported 
by their wives rather than by themselves. That is out of 28 
percent of those married for 4 - 1 0  years, men’s self report­
ing constitutes six percent while women constitute 22 percent. 
Similarly among 42 percent of those men who were married for 
more than 10 years, their self identification for such desire
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constitutes 13 percent while the identification of men’s such 
desire made by women constitutes 29 percent.
The division of labour in household chores is ano-
a-
ther important factor of this study. Kales and females have 
shown different perceptions of this problem. There is an in­
verse variation in the male-female perception of household 
chores. An increasing pattern is found among males identify­
ing their wives* reluctance or not doing this Job properly 
(16 percent, 80 percent, 83 percent) while the decreasing 
pattern is observed among women*s perception of their having 
such a problem (24 percent, 20 percent, 17 percent). There 
is also an indication of a decreasing tendency among women 
claiming that the husbands consider the household chores as 
women’s duty (31 percent, 26 percent, 14 percent).
Women’s frequency of complaints about verbal abuse 
tends to decrease with the duration of marriage (30 percent,
29 percent and 17 percent).
In all categories of-duration of marriage, women 
more frequently complained about husbands* low sex drives 
(21 percent, 18 percent and 30 percent) than those of men’s 
claim about their wives* low sex .drive (14 percent, 16 percent 
12 percent).
-• Although there is an increasing tendency of wives*
adultery (three percent, six percent, nine percent), the data 
reveal that the men’s adultery has^been reported more fre­
quently (18 percent, 25 percent, 16 percent).
With the increase in duration of marriage, men seem
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to be less concerned in terms of their identification about 
the problems with open marriage (15 percent, six percent and 
five percent).
Alcohol is another element which has played a promi­
nent role in creating sexual problems. When women are asked 
to report on factors leading to problems in sexual relation­
ships they report being turned off by husbands’ alcohol usage 
(10 percent, 14 percent and 36 percent), indicating an in­
crease by duration of marriage.
With respect to the duration of marriage the pres­
ence or absence of children has shown a kind of mixed picture. 
On the whole, the women seem to be more sensitive than the 
men in detecting the role of children in their marriages, 
both in terms of causing or delaying the separation decisions. 
In regard to children’s presence as a cause of separation, 
women constitute 82 percent and men 30 percent while their 
presence as a factor in delaying the separation decision con­
stitutes 53 percent for the men and 73 percent for the women.
The data show an increasing tendency among the 
women claiming children’s presence as a cause of delay in 
separation decision (those who were married for three years 
or less: 19 percent; those married for four to 10 years: 21 
percent; and 33 percent for the women married for more than 10 
years). On the other hand the data show a curvilinear pattern 
(eight percent, 27 percent, and 18 percent respectively) for 
men. In terms of children’s presence as a cause in making the 
decision for a separation the data show a kind of inverse
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variation among men and women, that is with respect to the 
different durations of marriage among men it is 14 percent, 
eight percent, and eight percent respectively and among women 
.it is 25 percent, 24 percent, and 33 percent respectively.
Men*s desire of obtaining more prestige and social 
mobility in their careers tends to increase with the increase 
in the duration of marriage, that is 25 percent, 27 percent, 
and 30 percent respectively.
Desertion or leaving the house by husbands has been 
more frequently noticed by women in terms of their consider­
ing this factor for obtaining a separation.
Another aspect of marital relationship observed in 
these data is the relatively more sensitive perception in 
their early period of marriage about women*s non-cooperation 
in household activities. There is a decreasing pattern among 
males in taking this non-cooperation aspect as a crucial fac­
tor to decide about separation (nine percent, seven percent, 
one percent).
If the marital relationship ends in the desertion 
or leaving the house by males therefifis an increasing tendency 
with respect to the durations of marriage (33 percent, 37 per­
cent, 46 percent}.
t
Y/hen identified as a reason for breakup there is an 
increase in the frequency of women1s claim about their hus­
band* s involvement with women outside the marriage (10 percent, 
13 percent, and 17 percent).
Lesser frequency of communication with the spouse as
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a major consideration for separation seems to be declining 
among women with their increase in the duration of marriage 
(16 percent, 15 percent, and seven percent).
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OCCUPATION: ITS ROLE IN SEPARATION DECISIONS
For the purposes of analysis the occupation cate- ‘ 
gories have been lumped, together ,and are reduced to four 
groups. The groups consist of the following combinations.
(1) Professional group = Professional + white-collar
(2) Service group = Service job + skilled trade
(3) Working class group = Blue-collar + unskilled
(4) Unemployed = Not employed
The above classification into these groups indicates, 
to some extent, the characteristics of the upper, middle and 
working class people. The role of occupations in the separa­
tion process will be discussed in the same order as mentioned 
above.
"Husband gave orders" is the category which has been 
reported most frequently by those women who were engaged in 
the professional or white-collar jobs (54 percent). Those 
who were in service group and in working-class constitute 41 
percent and 40 percent respectively. 53 percent of the unem­
ployed women had reported this category. Husband’s verbal 
abuses have b'een mentioned most frequently by the service job 
and working class women (34 percent arfd 40 percent). The pro­
fessional and the unemployed women (19 percent and 25 percent) 
reported this complaint.
The women in the service jobs group and the men in 
the professional group have most frequently claimed that their 
feelings were ignored by their spouses (63 percent, LQ percent). 
The other groups have reported in this order, women’s claim;
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(professional: 39 percent, working class; 25 percent, unem-" > 
ployed: 37 percent). Men’s claims: (service: 39 percent, 
working cl2ss: 25 percent and unemployed: 38 .percent).
Husbands’ claims about their wives’ low sex drive 
has been most frequently reported by working class men (33 
percent). The others have not reported so^frequently (17 
percent, 10 percent, seven percent respectively). On the other 
hand the professional and the unemployed women have more fre­
quently reported their husbands’ low sex drives (25 percent 
and 29 percent). The others were 17 percent and 14 percent. 
Husbands’ adultery has been more commonly reported by unem­
ployed women (27 percent). The others were in the following 
order (19 percent, 20 percent, 14 percent). About wife’s 
adultery, as reported by husbands, there has been found a de­
creasing trend. The frequencies also show that very few hus­
bands have reported about this. There was no claim from the 
unemployed husbands (nine pef^cent, six percent, five percent).
The presence of children causing a delay in the
separation is a category whicfa-^botfs a different picture. For
i
men the children’s presence causing a delay in separation is 
more frequently observed in the professional and working class 
groups (32 percent, 47 percent) while only nine percent each 
claimed in other groups. On the other hand more than half of 
the men’s professional and working class groups reported 
about this variable (15 percent and 19 percent). But among 
the service job and unemployed women they were about three 
times as likely as men to claim such delay (32 percent
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and 30 percent).
In the service and the unemployed group women about 
twice as often as men reported about their spouses’ argumen­
tation, non-communication and non-cooperation (males: 1JV per­
cent and 11k percent, females: 27 percent and 29 percent). In
other groups this complaint was male professional 19 percent,
\
female professional 18 percent, male working class 18 percent 
and female working class 12 percent.
Whether it is reported by males or by females the 
cases of women’s desertion or leaving the house were commonly 
observed in all occupational groups (males: 42 percent, 33 
percent, 39 percent, 40 percent and females: 43 percent, 54 
percent, 50 percent and 49 percent respectively).
The complaints about wife's non-cooperation the 
household chores have been more frequently reported by men in 
the professional and service job groups (73 percent, 75 per- 
• cent). The frequency of other groups here is statistically 
unimportant. On the other hand more unemployed women com­
plained about their husbandsr non-cooperation in household 
activities (65 percent). The women in other occupational 
groups constitute 51 percent, 57 percent and 18 percent re­
spectively.
Most of the women in professional and service jobs 
group identified that their husbands took household activities 
as women’s duty (JO percent and 29 percent). The other con­
stituted 18 percent and 21 percent respectively.
The blue-collar group’s husbands have complained
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about twice as often as women about the sexual non-coopera­
tion with the spouse (males 53 percent, females 27 percent).
On the other hand women about twice as often as men in ser­
vice jobs and unemployed groups have made such complaints, 
(service job females 3S percent, males 15 percent, unemployed 
females 26 percent, males 13 percent).
The husbands in the professional group have more 
frequently complained about this problem (39 percent males,
21 percent females).
In terms of age, the summary of the above mentioned 
data indicates upward trends for men complaining about womenfs 
negligence to provide them emotional support, insufficient 
physical touching and caressing, and their low sex drives.
With respect to age men also have shown an increasing tendency 
about their disagreement with wife on the issues of libera­
tion movement but they have indicated an inverse variation 
with the age in-terms of their identification of open marriage. 
On the other hand, women reporting that their husbands do not 
provide emotional support shofrs an inverse tendency with age.
With the increase in duration of marriage the data 
reveal some increasing patterns among men like their desires 
for upper social mobility, having extra-marital sex, desert­
ing the home, and their complaints against wives1 non-coopera­
tion in doing household chores. They have also indicated a 
decreasing pattern in complaining of wivesT non-cooperation 
in general life. On the other hand women have shown many de­
clining tendencies with respect to the increase of their dura­
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tion of marriage. For instance as their desire for having 
extra-marital sexual relations and an open marriage, their 
claim for husband’s feelings about household chores as solely 
women’s duty, their identification regarding their own reluc­
tance in household chores, the complaints against the verbal 
abuses given by husbands, and taking lesser frequency of com­
munication with the husband as a major consideration for sep­
aration, women also have shown some increasing patterns re­
garding the commitment about their involvement in adultery, 
taking man’s adultery as a reason for break up, and that hus­
band turns them off by being alcoholic when involved in sexual 
relationship. Women, too, have shown curvilinear tendencies 
when complaining about husband’s low sex drive or his adultery.
As far as the role of occupations is concerned, 
amongst the men a relatively higher percentage of blue-collar 
workers complained about wife’s sexual non-cooperation, her 
low sex-drive, and also considered the presence of children 
as a cause for the separation. The husbands of .either the 
service group or the professional one not only frequently 
mentioned the above complaints but they have also indicated
r
about wife’s non-cooperation in household activities. On the 
other hand amongst the women those of the service group made 
relatively more complaints about husband's habits of giving 
orders and verbal abuses, his non-cooperation, argumentation, 
non-communication, and their attempts in ignoring wife’s feel­
ings. The unemployed women not only complained more frequently 
about husband's non-cooperation, argumentation^ and lesser
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communication but also relatively more frequently, reported 
about husband’s adultery, non-cooperation in household chores 
and low sex drives. Professional women also very frequently 
complained about their husband’s low sex drives, and non-co-i
operation in division of household chores. All working women 
in these data either belonged to professional group or service 
job group or blue-collar group have taken initiative in deser­
ting the house in seeking separation.
" N
One thing is obvious in the conclusion from the 
above discussion, that the men’s double standard is undergo­
ing a process of being shattered in many ways by women.
Women are now appearing as more outgoing and they prove to be 
more open in terms of telling their feelings and their desires 
to men. Men in turn reflect a rather more stereotypical atti­
tude toward women which may be observed in the form of incom­
patibility with women.
In the following chapter we shall try to look into 
the qualitative data in understanding more about the socio- 
psychological reasons which may have led to separations.
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CHAPTER VII 
A SUMMARY OF SOME QUALITATIVE DATA
One of the major findings of this study is that for 
a particular problem the perceptions of husbands and wives 
are tremendously different from each other. Regarding mari­
tal problems spouses tend to perceive them differently from 
their own point of view and in the decision-making process 
mostly neglect the view of the other. Husbands and wives 
appear to be living in different social-psychological worlds. 
Both of the sexes have their own criteria for rationalization 
of their behaviours.
The purpose of this chapter is to reflect the ideas 
and feelings of the respondents about the changing values of 
sexuality norms, the changes in sex-roles expectations, the
5allocations of household chores, the effects of career seek­
ing and the presence or absence of children in their own 
words. An attempt is made in understanding to what extent 
the above mentioned variables have affected their marital 
life and their attempts to readjust\themselves after the mari­
tal separation with the spouse. The information in this chap­
ter reflects contrasting yet representative views of the re­
spondents.
Reflecting on sex-role expectations as problems in 
marriage a thirty-one year old policeman, married for eight 
years and a father of two children, states:
’’She followed the perfect pattern through
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women’s liberation. She had to have her 
own job, her own money, her conplete inde­
pendence. I preferred things the way they 
were prior to all this women's liberation.">•
Another 21 year old male living common law for nine
months expresses his problems:
"...you expect things-to be done more or less, 
around the place. When you come home to a 
mess it's pretty bad, especially when you are 
around noise all day and you see it (things 
that need to be done around the house) - then 
do it. It got to the point you got home from 
work and you would end up doing it and cook­
ing your own meals."
The statements mentioned above reflect at least two
dimensions of the picture. In one the image of man's double
standard, in terms of sex roles, has been shattered by the new
exposure of women's liberation and the other dimension depicts
the traditional bossy expectations of man from his wife and
the expression of resentment in the case of failure.
Women feel they are no longer entrapped into the
double standard relationship and also not powerless at the
hands of the male, who often attempts to define the nature
of the relationship and lay out rules unilaterally.
*
A 27 year old mother states:
"I was -working full time as a teacher and 
after I'd.come- home to -three small children, 
the oldest of whom was three, I would have 
to do all the cooking, washing dishes, laun­
dry, bathing the children and putting them 
to bed plus preparation for school the next 
day.' The workload was too much for me, but 
he would not do a single thing because he 
felt it was my job. He-resented the fact 
that I was working because he had the idea 
that he should be the bread winner."
In a similar context another woman complained:
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• "He won’t even pick up a dish because he 
felt it was ray job..-he wanted supper on 
the table at ..the exact time each day even 
if he was not hone to eat it, and much of 
- the time he wasn’t hone."
"I turned into a slob. He never did house­
hold chores -in the entire relationship. I 
was fed up with it. It was like a prison.”
Another female reports:
"...he never did shit, I didn’t mind...I 
wanted to be independent - have my own. 
money and he did not want me to. He was the
■ breadwinner. I wanted to be (her name) and
not Mrs. (his name)."
During the 60’s, the women’s liberation movement 
and, later the men’s liberation movement drew attention to 
the problem created for individuals by society’s strict dif­
ferentiation between the sexes. The rigid sex-role stereo­
types create socio-psychological problems. The momentum of 
this social change seems to be continuing. Now the husband 
and wife more frequently are appearing as independent■powers
in the family ready to fight for their rights. Power, deci­
sion-making and household division of labour seem to be the 
most obvious place where conventional roles appear in a state 
of antagonism.
A thirty year old man reports:
"...her (wife) outside activities were a 
direct result of the changing times. She 
was trying to be fashionable and up to date.
She got into this psychology horse shit, you
do your own things no matter who- gets hurt."
Another aspect of the change can be observed in the
changing sexuality norms and their implications and importance
in the marriage and the family.
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A 37 year old female, a "Roman Catholic^ presently
a student and mother of three children states:
"Early in the marriage my views on such things 
as birth control, sexual domination, etc. changed 
considerably compared to what they had been 
prior to marriage. 'An area that is affected 
. is my ability to date while still living in 
the family home. A decade ago I would have 
been too inhibited to do this." '
Married for 23 years, a teacher and mother of two
*
children more specifically illuminates:
"Yes, I wanted an open marriage and my husband •- 
couldn't although I think he tried, but he 
couldn't cope with the idea of open marriage' 
and I couldn't change my ideas. I was at a 
point where I wanted to grow sexually. That 
is. why we separated basically." - ■
Women now seem to desire to experience more changes
/
but the men are less ready to accept these changes and.want♦
to persist with the sexual double standard. Ultimately, with
the changing conception of these values, which-requires more
husband-wife mutual cooperation, the marital problems'become
more complex, which in turn requires more effort,.patience
and better skill to be solved. Frequent failure at these
tasks appears to lead to higher divorce and separation rates.
A policeman complaining in a different manner states
"At first she (wife) was real good but towards 
the end.she would just stick her .ass in the air 
and sa^ stick it in and blow and let me get 
back to’ sleep. She considered it just a wifely 
duty.n
JV *
The complaint patterns in the area of sexuality in 
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"My wife v/as not willing to experiment.
Vfife was very conservative in her approach 
to sex, did not like far out, kinky sex or 
oral sex."
"He(husband) .was very immature about sex in 
that his only concern was with himself and 
not his partner. This has a lot to do with 
the break up."
One husband states:
. "She was a nymphomaniac. After you are to­
gether for a while and you find out all your 
friends had her sexually before your relation- 
ship began it’s kind of hard to take. ’ Also it
3. got to the point where some of the things that
* were happening in our sex life were gross and
absolutely distasteful to me and turned me off 
...when it got to the point it made me so mad 
I retaliated with phsyical violence."
To have ̂ more clear picture of what the factors
are and underwhat circumstances and conditions it occurs to
make decision for separation we come to the following state-
ments:
"I guess it boils down to the fact that I knew 
she was receiving anybody that wanted it and 
•one morning I overheard a conversation between 
my wife-and girl friend who was lining her up 
& with a guy for a date a couple of nights later.
I,walked out of the bedroom, grabbed her by the 
throat and pitched her out of the house.”
The presence of the husband at home and spending
some time with\he wife and children and compatibility with
the spouse seem tO'- be important elements and absence of which
may cause disruption in marital life. The following state-4 ,
ments depict a similar notion:
V.
"I worked two jobs...she didn’t like my being 
away from home so much. When I’d get home I 
^ was always too tired to take her out anywhere
. Ashe told me one1 day that she didn’t love 
me any more and that was it."
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,rIt got to the point when v/e both got so 
frustrated that he started getting .violent . 
and'I guess, one morning I got up and looked 
at myself and said' ’Hey you are only 20 years 
^old and you have only spent three years with 
'’this guy and already he’s beating you to a 
pulp. V.’hat’s going to happen in another ten 
years when the pressures are so great on him 
at work and you are going to be lying in a 
hospital in traction or something? I ’m too 
young for that. That’s when I started looking 
around and realizing that there is a lot more 
to live for than just trying to.....I was tired 
of walking on eggs.”
"The continual and increasing absence of the 
husband from thejiome, excessive drinking,
... and when I learned that he was involved 
with a number -of women it was the last straw."
Career seeking is not often a direct and sole cause
of separation but it is at least a potential factor in reach­
ing the separation decision, Career is emerging as a very
important factor in women’s life and it has left its impres­
sion on marriage and the family as well.
"...wife scorned me whan I suggested possible 
job and location change."
'"Having always worked,\my husband thought I 
was more dedicated to m̂ C.job. than to the hone, 
despite the fact that I worked from a financial 
necessity.”
"My career affected our lives, and so did hers."
"She did not take my ambitious attitude, but 
she.wanted to have a job."
"He was afraid to let me take chances to get 
ahead if there was any risk involved."
The above statements reveal that a great deal of 
stress was caused by jobs. Some gave up everything to get 
ahead in the world, while others worked to keep out of finan­
cial debt, which could be a problem. Separations were the
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results of family arguments, sex, children, separate careers 
and work. These thus may be perceived as problems or ,rcauses" •
after the occurrence of separation. They had to face the 
economic and socio-psychological problems of being separated 
Most of them felt loneliness, isolation and relative depriva-
A young woman who has been living common law for
woman included:
(a) Dealing with shocked friends 3nd trying to 
convince them that a very happy relationship 
had just disintegrated.
.(b) Feeling like a widow and having every male
around deciding you are fair game is upsetting, 
(c) Friends who gossip, dig up old dirt or insist 
on talking about the separation when you would 
like to forget it.”
Another woman mentions:
"Because I had two small children, I could 
not work. I was forced to accept welfare."
A student mother said,
"The only real problem I had was dating again.
I couldn’t use the excuse that I was married 
in order to say no to anyone more"
"They all (men) want to know if you want ’your 
oil changed’ and they are all anxious to help 
you on that score. ' Even more irritating is 
the fact they do not hesitate to use any lan­
guage they choose to make clear their sexual 
objectives.”
Another example of the need for emotional gratifi-
for two people to separate. ^
One of the main conceras for separated people was 
societal acceptance. Many realirsecfthe hardships of life
tion
three years stated:
^PMy unanticipate_d problems of* being a separated
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cation and the problem of loneliness is well reflected in the 
following,
"The only conversation you have is with the 
children and' it is no good for a woman, you’ve 
got to have something besides your children.”
Men may be little different in experiencing the
after separation circumstances; they, too, have to go through
similar socio-psychological problems.
"I missed sex. A big problem was learning to 
live alone again, cooking for myself. I felt 
the four walls were closing in on me. Another 
big problem was in dating girls. Some girls*
I dated were much younger than I. As soon as 
they would find out I’d been married and had 
children, they were no longer interested.”
The reaction of the Church was a big problem, one
man reported.
”The failure of the Church to accept my 
separation was the biggest problem for me."
Another said:
"I had never thought of how dependent I was on 
my family. I felt so empty inside most of the 
time, even though I know my wife and I were no 
longer compatible."
These statements reveal at least one notion that 
-even though apparently the family ties are not very strong and 
the individual feels much more independent, yet the potential 
family ties are still extant and project their existence in 
many forms. The individual is dependent on society and also 
a product of society.
Giving their advice, some of the respondents felt 
that a separation can be good, but only as a last resort. One 
person reported:
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"Separation can do much to alleviate the 
tension caused when two people are at odds.
I can now function more efficiently at work."
Another man stated:
"Separation is as natural as marriage and 
people shouldn't hide from the fact that their 
marriage is not working."
The women on the other hand are relatively more 're­
luctant to advise separation. A large number of women sug­
gested that separation should be settled by interpersonal com­
munication and mutual cooperation and the decision for sepa­
ration should be avoided.
Some women who suggested having a separation stated:
"If you love the person do whatever you 
have to do for then.".
"Try separation in the hope of meeting some- 
. one who you feel you could be able to get along."
"Try your best to make a go of it if you 
can't forget it."
"Don't live together for the sake of the 
children even though it is hard to raise a
child by yourself it is better than subjecting
the kid to constant fighting."
A great number of the respondents did not feel it 
crucial to seek outside help for their reconciliation and 
even if they made some efforts, they were in vain. The suc- 
cesful respondents in this regard are very few. One reason
for such failure may be partially the ineffectiveness of pro­
fessional marriage counselling. Illuminating this point one 
man reports: ^
"Before the separation we both attended together 
at the Family Service Bureau and the Catholic
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Family Bureau for about 10 sessions. The 
female counsellors were pleasant but not 
helpful. They tended to skirt the-issues, 
were too indirect and did not tell it like 
it was."
One woman said:
"The only thing I learned from the lady 
(counsellor) was that I was no challenge."
It seems that either people don't bother to mend 
, *
their relationships, or the relationships get to a condition 
where they feel the relationship is not reconcileable. Peo­
ple" are probably more confident in themselves and feel that 
the outside help is not useful. The outside agencies such 
as religion appear to be losing their significance as a tool 
of social control. v
All separations are different, separation can either 
be traumatic or refreshing or both depending upon one's up­
bringing and personal perception.
This chapter, in brief, reveals that the perception 
of men and women toward each other and toward life is under­
going a change. The reflections of this change may be seen 
in the expectations of spouses regarding sex roles, sexuality, 
household chores, career, and children. The misperception 
between spouses seems to be creating a kind of stress and 
strain affecting the marital relationship. Many people have 
given advice to abandon the marriage. Some of the views sug­
gest that 'separation' is the only solution while others feel 
*
the other way round.
V




In dealing with the analysis of the process of 
marital breakdown and/or separation and divorce the issues . 
are multidimensional and complex. In marriage'and the family 
the misperception of the behaviour between the spouses and ^  
their amount of accuracy in the prediction of their expected 
behaviour about each other, is one of the important factors 
which leads to the break-up of the husband-wife union.
The differential perceptions of the spouses-toward 
each other is common which, with other factors gives us sup­
port for the notion that men and women are living in differ­
ent social-psychological worlds and the difficulties ip app­
roaching these worlds by either of the spouses is a real pro­
blem (Bernard, 1972). Wives who seek separation or divorce 
see men as failing in a number of crucial areas in terms of 
their expectations: husbands are seen to fail in terms of 
being sexual enough; a curvilinear trend with respect to age 
has been found among the women who reported husband’s low 
sex drive in marriage. The majority of these women are ei­
ther under.25 years or over 35 years of age. The tendency 
also increases among women who see men’s adultery as a major 
reason in marital break up. Although the percentage is rela­
tively low, there seems to be an increase in the tendency of 
women’s involvement in serious extra-marital sexual relations. 
Husbands have either no participation in the household activi-
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ties or they are stereotypical in their attitudes regarding 
household activities and take them as solely women’s duty.
They impose verbal and physical abuses, give orders and do not 
consider the feelings of wives. They ta-lk little about prob­
lems. Husbands at times disapprove of wives taking jobs or 
pursuing careers and education, and they often either disagree 
with the women’s movement.aims or disapprove of their wives 
being a part of it. The data show an increasing tendency for 
men, by age, who do not agree with the issues of the libera­
tion movement, its aims, and their wives’ participation in 
such activities. The data also reveal that those women who 
feel their husbands have disagreements on the liberation 
movement is comprised of those who are either under 25-years 
of age or over 35 years of age. Men are much more career 
oriented and desiring more social mobility. In turn wives’ ^ 
perceptions suggest they do not give time to family affairs. 
Women are also more often seen to view communication- attempts 
and problem-solving with men as troublesome and inadequate.
By looking specifically into the perceptions of those women 
who were working at some kind of professional job, a husband’s 
low sex drive and his non-cooperation in the division of 
household chores are the big complaints. The women who were 
engaged in some kinds of secretarial or sales job indicated 
more frequent complaints about husband’s habits of giving < 
orders and verbal abuses, his non-cooperation, argumentation 
and lesser communications. They also felt that their feel­
ings were frequently ignored.by their husbands. For the full­
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time household wives,-the most frequent complaints were asso­
ciated with men’s involvement in the act of adultery.
Men’s problems and complaints with women seem 
fewer but no less real. 'Wife’s non-cooperation in daily life 
and specifically in doing household chores, her negligence 
in providing them emotional supports, insufficient physical 
touching and caressing, and low sex drives seem to be the 
most frequent complaints of husbands seeking separation.
In viewing these different perceptions of problems 
the question arises how and why these problems develop while 
both of the partners live together under the same roof? . In 
part the answer to this question seems to be three-fold.
(i) The social'structure is changing and affecting the man- 
woman socializing process. Many people are finding difficul­
ties in their adjustments to the dî Leisma of the contrast in 
old and new structures. 3?.i) The patterns of individual and 
social roles, values, and needs are complex and changing.
(iii) The channels of interpersonal communication in general, 
and interspouse communication in specific are not often ade­
quate in problem solving which in turn cause alienation, frus­
tration, and the misunderstandings between the spouses.
The failure in understanding the other sex’s expec­
tations toward each other leads to separation and divorce.
Such occurrence of failure partially arid potentially seems to
j
be the result of what Farber (1564) suggests, maximum societal 
interest which reflects an absence of social regulations 
about whom or when one marries and how long one remains mar-
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ried. Each individual, whether unmarried or married, is 
available as a potential mate at any time. Marriage is main­
tained only if the desirability of one’s spouse is greater 
than that of the available alternatives. The alternatives 
outside marriage are easily available and can affect the in­
dividual not less significantly. The problem of ’personal 
incompatability’ may have some psychological relevance but it 
is not very useful as a tool in sociology. Rather the struc- 
. tural aspects of marital supports (or the lack thereof) should 
be stressed as causal in most relationship breakups. The loss 
of community - those watchful eyes that used.to control be­
haviour adequately - are now all but gone, the family no 
longer exercises real pressures for conformity, and the 
Church has all but lost its means to provide meaningful guide­
lines for behaviour that keeps people conventional. When 
this loss of structure is understood as combining with the 
discontinuous socialization experiences of men and women 
grovjing up in this culture, we can develop a powerful means 
of comprehending the separation and divorce experience of a 
great and expanding number of people today.
Reiss (1976) gives a cyclic model of the develop­
ment of love through the process of rapport, revelation, mu­
tual dependency and personality and need fulfillment. The 
J  failure or short life of a love affair and an increase in 
separation and divorce cases may imply the failure of n'eed 
fulfillment, mutual dependency and self revelation. Reiss 
argues that the processes^are interdependent and a reduction
I
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in any one of them will affect the development or maintenance 
of a love relationship. For example if one reduced the am­
ount of self revelation through an argument_ or by means of a ' 
competing interest, that would affect the dependency and need 
fulfillment processes, which would in turn weaken the rapport 
process, which could in turn tend to lower the revelation 
level even further. These may be crucial in the separation 
and divorce decision-making process. In marriage when the 
consensus fails in regard to meanings of love and affection 
it endangers the marital relationship. As the data of this 
study suggest for example, among the causes for disruption 
may be the tendency of husbands' and wives’ greater involve­
ment in what must be construed as serious adultery that dis­
rupts the relationship, the increasing'patterns in males' 
complaints against females in terns of neglegence of emotional 
support, touching, caressing, and not doing household chorps. 
The serious conflicts with the issues where the wife claims 
to have more freedom and independency in having extra-marital 
sexual relations, independent careers and social mobility, 
disagreements on the presence or absence of children, their 
socialization, or spouse’s treatment of them are such in­
stances which give some clues to understanding the increasing 
rates of disruption.
of our cases the husband withdrew from communications (proba-
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If Goode's (1956) analysis of the process of alien­
ation and separation are correct it is likely that for many
bly into work or other outside i rests) with the vife which
J 74
in turn helped to create an atmosphere of alienation. These 
dynamics are difficult to reverse once they are set into mo­
tion and no doubt account for a large proportion of separa­
tions. Sometimes husbands wanted wives to work and/or go to’ 
school but wives were unwilling. Of course we know that in 
many cases husbands are unwilling to share the load equally 
or even nearly so to create an atmosphere of support for such 
ventures on the part of wives. The encapsulatipn and insti­
tutionalization of the wife in traditional roles also may 
play a part in her unwillingr.ess to go outside the home for 
educational or occupational purposes. -
Such problems as ’personal inconpatability* and the 
problem of communications are such that they reflect popular 
folklore of marital disharmony rather than analysis. VJhite- 
hurst (1973) has offered an analysis of the role of communica­
tions in marriage that differs from the popular notion. Mo­
dern marriage may place too heavy a burden of expectation in 
that we believe good communications can resolve nearly all 
problems. Extremely different expectations, values and highly 
disparate socialization experiences of men and women make 
communications of any variety - problematic as a solution to 
a number of marital problems.
Separation and divorce are once more becoming popu­
lar as recurrent subjects in human affairs. This study sug­
gests some further hypotheses about the changing problems and 
functions of this social phenomenon. It appears at this time 
that nothing short of an overhaul of the male/female sociali­
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zation systems coupled with the development of marriage sup­
ports will create a climate ,of true marital.stability. It 
seems too utopian to hope for even minor changes at this 
moment, but we can become more aware of the implications of 
non-action and perhaps develop.means to cope with high divorce 
rates.
One conclusion from all this is that marriage is 
very difficult to sustain - at least in terms of the expecta­
tions of men and women today. Men, at least in a large num-i ;
ber of cases, seem poorly prepared for marriage. This is in 
part due'to their early socialization and preparation for 
adulthood, which creates a ’sense of mastery and toughness, in 
orienting men to the world. These are not attributes 'which 
make for success in marital relations even though they help 
men achieve occupational success - the greatest source of 
rewards yet for men. This ’success' is very likely frustrated 
at least in some measure for most men due to a number of fac­
tors, including high aspirations for nearly all men - which 
must be scaled to reality after maturity. The result is a 
sense of frustration, which is often vented against the near­
est available emotional object, the wife.
For women, their very high expectations of emotional 
success in the family are often thwarted. There is little 
reality training for women preparing them for the hardness of 
daily life with children and husbands. Husbands have their 
own problems - that they are often unwilling to share for a 
number of reasons-. Men seem unable to give v?hat is required
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. of them by women in modern marriage - a sense of continuing
•V. *
love and support, including help with the household and chil­
dren. Thus, the consequences of these factors become obvious. 
The loss of structural supports for the maintenance of the 
web ensuring conformity to the communityTs standards, religion’s 
expectations, and the family’s demands is weakened signifi-
■f * ' ____
cantly today. Unfortunately, as the marriage institution 
weakens, it.becomes even more necessary for the personal sur­
vival of most, since there are few reliable alternatives at 
present. •
Further research could well focus on expanding 
awareness of opportunities and alternatives as well as work­
ing toward the creation of more realistic expectations of
\
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-APPENDIX I 
STUDY OF SEPARATION PROCESSES
Mohammad. Hanif 
Department of Sociology 
University of Windsor
Your help will be appreciated in answering any of 
the following that apply to your experience. If you wish a 
copy of the results of this study, please contact the above 
for further information. {Phone 1519) 253-4232, ext. 365.)
(519) 25S-97S7
1. Sex  2. Age  3^ Length of time married_________
4. Number of marriages  5. Occupation______________
Religion: 6. Childhood_ 
Religion: 7. Now
8. Number of children in marriage_
9. Who has children now__________
10. How many serious relationships have you experienced sepa­
rations from (separations that lasted more_ than a few 
days)____________ ;______
11. What effect (if any) did changing sex-role conceptions or 
ideas about what men and women should be doing have on . 
your separation?
12. How was the separation affected by problems in doing 
household chores?
13. How important te the separation were problems of house­
hold tasks?* >■
14. How did changing patterns of values or behaviour with 
respect to sexuality or changing notions of sex affect 
your separatiQn? ’
15. How was the separation affected by children?
16. Were there any problems of career-seeking that affected 
tne separation? How? (Whose career affected'and how)?
17. What do you see as the crucial point at which you recog­
nised a separation was coming or inevitable?
r. ‘ •
 ■. •
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18. What was happening then that made it so obvious that a 
separation would occur?
19- How did the actual breakup occur? (Who moved, or how did 
it happen?}
20. What other major considerations were involved in the 
decision to separate?
21. What were some of the unanticipated problems you ran into 
when adapting to your new status as 1 separated*?
22. What advice would you give to people who are in a similar 
position (with regard to anticipating a separation)?
23. Do you have any other comments you feel would help us 
• understand the separation process?
24. Did you: find that your attempts at communications worked? 
{•Explain)
'25. If you tried to get help for the relationship, what was 
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COLUMN VAR. NO. VAR. NAME DESCRIPTION AND CODE
12 9 WHO HAS
CHILDREN-NOW:
Mother = 1 Wards of court ™ 6
Father = 2• Foster hone = 7
In-laws Both parents = 8
(maternal)= 3 None - 0
In-laws Not applicable = 9(paternal)= 4 
Other relatives = 5
' I*1
13 10 HOW MANY RELATIONSHIPS ENDED IN SEPARATION
One *= 1 Four ** 6
Two = 2 Five = 5
Three =■ 3 More than five = 6.
14 11 WIFE WANTED SEXUAL LIBERATION
Not applicable *■ 0
Wanted evening(s) out *= 1
Wanted freedom to have
sex with others = 2
Wanted to go to bars, etc. = 3
Wife actually committed adultery = 4
Wife wanted equality and lib. = 5
15 12 HUSBAND WANTED SEXUAL LIE:
Not applicable = 0 
Hus. wanted evening(s) out = 1 
N Wanted to have sex with others = 2
Wanted to go to bars, etc. <= 3 
Hus. actually committed adultery ** 4 
2 + 3  = 5 1 + 2  + 4  = 6 
\
16 A 13 NON-COOP. IN HOUSEHOLD CHORES ON PART OF WIFE:
' , Not applicable = 0
-iW V/ife refused to keep house clean ** 1
Wife refused to Ibok after
children *» 2 
V/ife refused to^cook properly =» 3 
Sewing, repair, etc. (general 
household duties neglected) = 4 
1 + 2 + 3 + 4  ' = 5
17 14 NON-COOP. IN HOUSEHOLD CHORES ON PART OF HUSBAND:
Not applicable =* 0
Hus. refused to help with housework = 1
Hus. refused to fix things = 2
Hus refused to take care of children «=
Hus. refused to do outside; chores = 4
1 + 2 + 3 + 4 (general household
duties neglected) = 5
Hus. believe it is women’s duty ='6








VAR. NO. VAR. NAME DESCRIPTION AND CODE
15 WIFE'S REFUSAL TO ENCAGE IN SOCIABILITY:
Not applicable = 0
Wife refused to go out with hus. = 1
Wife refused to visit relatives = 2
16 HUSBAND’S REFUSAL TO ENGAGE IN SOCIABILITYu
Not applicable = 0
Hus. refused to go out with wife ■* 1
Hus. refused to visit relatives = 2
17 WIFE’S FEELINGS OF BEING DOMINATED BY HUSBAND:
Not applicable “ 0
Hus. always gave orders,
expected obedience = 1
Hus. refused to give money ' 
(controlled through money) = 2  
Hus. dominated by physical abuse - 3 
Hus. controlled with threats and 
verbal abuse, yelling at wife *» 4 
Hus. made decision's without 
consulting wife = 5
2 + 3 + 4  =*6
18 HUSBAND'S FEELINGS OF BEING DOMINATED BY WIFE:
Not applicable =* 0
Wife gave orders ,= 1
Wife refused to give money = 2
Physical abuse =*3
Threats, verbal abuse, -
nagging, etc. = 4
Wife made decisions without
consulting husband =* 5
Being financially supplemented
by wife’s family = 6
1 + 2 + 4 = 7
19 WIFE DID NOT GAIN EMOTIONAL SUPPORT FROM HUSBAND:
Not applicable =■ 0
. Wife found no regard
her feelings =• 1
Hus. refused to talk 
out problems = 2
Hus. did not touch, 
caress, give love 
Wife felt put-down, 
belittled or treated 
as a child
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COLUMN VAR. NO. VAR. NAME DESCRIPTION AND CODE
23 20 HUSBAND DID NOT GAIN EMOTIONAL SUPPORT FROM WIFE
Not applicable = 0
Hus. found no regard for 
r . his feelings : *» 1
Wife refused to talk •
out problems = 2
Wife refused to touch, 
caress, give love = 3
Hus. felt put-down, 
belittled or treated 
as a child = 4
24 21 WIFE AND WORK:
Not applicable « 0
Hus. disapproved wife 
wanted to do/or con­
tinue work = 1
Hus. approved wife did 
not want to work = 2
Wife wanted work, 
not children = 3
Hus. did not like wife 
to work after a 
child’s birth = 4
Hus. wanted wife to 
assume both household 
chores and work = $
Hus. wanted wife to 
work, not children = 6
25 22 HUSBAND AND WORK:
Not applicable *= 0
Hus. did not work, wife 
wanted him to do = 1
Medical problems of hus. 
prevented him to do work = 2 
Hus. was very ambitious 
and very busy in his work « 3 
Shift work/unstable job 
of hus, = 4
Financial probletas 
(low.income) = 5
1 + 4 + :5 = 6
26 23 WIFE AND LIBERATION ACTIVITIES:
Not applicable = 0
Wife wanted to participate 
hus. says no = 1
Disagreement over ideology 
of the ftjfbvenent = 2 .
Liberaij6.on activities 'took 
the v/ite away from home = 3







VAR'. NO. VAR. NAME DESCRIPTION AND CODE
24 EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS:
Not applicable * 0
Hus. wanted wife to go to 
school, wife says no = 1
Wife wanted to return to 
school, hus. says no 2
Wife wanted separate 
career, hus. says no =>3
Hus. wanted to go to 
school, wife says no =
2 + 3 ™Hus. joined the school =4
25 CHANGING SEXUALITY PROBLEMS:
Not applicable “
' WifeTs low sex drive =.
Husbandrs low sex drive. ** 
Wife’s physical inability 
to be an adequate sex 
partner -
Husband’s physical ina­
bility to be an adequate 
sex partner " * =
Wife’s adultery =
Husband’s adultery =
Wife wanted children, 
husband did not =>
Hus. wanted children, 
wife did not =
Wanted more open marriage =*
26 OTHER SEX PROBLEMS:
Not applicable 
Turned off*by alcohol 
Abuse, feelings of 
being used 
Wife not willing to 





27 EFFECTS OF CHILDREN:
Not applicable
'Children’s presence caused
postponement of separation = 1
Children's presence caused
(or hastened) separation = 2
Disagreement over child-
rearing, etc. as a factor = 3«/
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Vlll
COLUMN VAR NO. VAR. NAME DESCRIPTION AND CODE
30 27 • EFFECTS OF CHILDREN: (^continued)
Too many children to 
support (father) = 4
Too many children to 
support (mother) = 5
Undesired children contri­
buted to Remise of rela­
tionship (child related to 
cause of problems) = 6
Desire for more children = 7
Desire for fewer children 
than actually have = 8
Disagreement over having 
(not having) children' = 9
31 28 CAREER PROBLEMS:.
Not applicable • = 0
Hus. wanted more pres­
tige, mobility = 1
Wife wanted more pres­
tige, mobility . *= 2
Effects of job are nega­
tive on ..wife =» 3
Effects of job are nega­
tive on hus. = 4
' Job took hus. away from
home too much = 5
Job took wife away from '
home too much *= 6
Wife wanted to do j'ob 
hus. refused *= 7
Wife couldn’t do job for 
some reason 8 v
3 + 4 + 5 + 6 “ 9 f
32 29 CRUCIAL SEPARATION-DECISION-MAKING POINT:
Not applicable “ 00
Hus.T lack of love - no 
longer positive feelings 
and communication 
Wife’s lack of love - no 
.longer positive feelings 
and communication 
Hus. and wife agregd thereTs 
no love left 
Husband left 
Wife left
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IX
COLUMN VAR. MO. VAR. NAME DESCRIPTION AND CODE
33 30 OTHER DECISION-MAKING POINTS:
Not applicable = 00
Husband’s job problems = 01
Wife's job problems = 02
Conflict over children 
problems = 03
Sexual disfunctioning * 04
Arguments, non-communi­
cation, non-coopei^tion = 05
Spouse immature and 
irresponsible = 06
Spouse told lie and made 
excuses on unexpected 
behaviour = 07
Conflict over drinking 
habit = Qg
7 + 8 = 097
1 + 5 = 1 0
34 31 ACTUAL BREAK UP OCCURRENCE:
Husband left = 1
. Wife left . = 2
Mutual agreement = 3
35 32 REASONS FOR BREAK UF:
Crisis over other 
man/woman = 01
Alcohol, drinking = 02
In-r-law fight = 03
Brutality"(physical) . = 04
Brutality (verbal) = 05
01 + 05 ’f 06
.01 + 04 = 0 7Household chores + 0 5  = 0 8




Sex-role conflict + 05 = 11
Children problem + 0 5  = 1 2
Personal incompatibility = 13 
0 2 + 0 6  = 14
0 1 + 0 2 + 0 5  = 15
0 9 + 0 5  = 16• Husband’s desire for 
more sex = 1 7
Wife’s desire for 
more sex = 18




 VAR, NO. VAR. NAME DESCRIPTION AND CODS
33 OTHER MAJOR CONSIDERATIONS IN BREAK-UP
Not applicable = 00
Hest for kids ** 01
Husband’s dependence on 
wife’s family «= 02
In-law’s interference =* 03 
■ Household non-cooperation = 04 
Mental disturbance by hus.= 05 
Mental disturbance by wife** 06 
Lack of communication, 
different interest and 
- understanding = 07
Personal incompatibility *= 06
Self adultery => 09
Unfaithful spouse = 10
37 34 UNANTICIPATED PROBLEMS AS SEPARATED:




Feelings of failure, “
inferiority = 03
Loneliness and compan­
ionship deprivation = 04
Finding a joh. = 05
Sexual and companion­
ship deprivation = 06
Economic problems = 07
. Disgrace, living on 
welfare = OS
0 2 + 0 3 + 0 7  - 09
0 2 + 0 4 + 0 7  = 1 0
38 35 ADVICE TO PERSONS TO BE SEPARATED:
Do not give advice to 
friends ** 0
' Seek professional help . • * 1
Seek friends, relatives’ 
help 2
if- - Don’t l'inge^Cwith rela-#*
tionship Ton'ce you feel' 
crucial time is there) - 3
Trial separation = 4
Think before taking ac­
tions and try to get it 
settled by interpersonal 
communication ** 5
Severe alcoholic and drin­
king problem must lead to 
separation = o
1 + 5 = 7Don’t hold marriage together 
for the sake of children *» 8
4 + 5  = 9
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COLUMN VAR. NO. VAR. HaME DESCRIPTION AND CODE
39 36 OTHER COMMENTS:
Don't know = 0
Separation may be traumatic 
or refreshing = 1
Emotionally very much 
disturbing *» 2
Take it easy = 3
Interpersonal understan­
ding and communication 
problems = 4All things should be set­
tled before marriage • = 5
Early marriage and 
children no good = 6
2 + 4  = 7Decide carefully if chil- 
dren involved = 8
!j| Feeling better after
• separation - ** 9
"^40 37 DID ATTEMPT AT COMMUNICATION WORK?
Yes - 1
No - 2
No attempt was made =*3
Attempts are made but 
not sure of the con­
sequences = 4Better communication 
after separation = 5
It sometimes helped
and sometimes not . = 6
*
41 3g EXPERIENCE AFTER A TRY TO GET HELP:
Did not try to get help = 0
Counselling man ineffec­
tive = 1
Counselling was effective ** 2
Relatives and friends / 
helped / ■ = 3
Relatives and friends 
were not proved to be 
helpful-' =4'
Churcn’person (pri e st 
etc.) helped = 5
Church person did not 
• prove helpful = 6
Partner refused to 
accept help = 7
2 + 3 + 5 = 8
1 + 4 + 6 = 9
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APPENDIX III
TABLE NO. I.
X I  i
WIFE AND SEXUAL LIBERATION AS REPORTED BY MALES AND FEMALES















4 . 10 -6 13Male 12.1 30.3 IB.2 39.4
44-4 52.6 42.9 36.1
5.1 12.7 7.6 16.5
• 6 9 8 23
Female 13.1 19.6 17.4 50.060.0 47.4 57.1 63.97.6 11.4 10.1 29.I
Column 10 19 14 36Total 12.7 24.1 17.7 45.6









HUSBAND AND SEXUAL LIBERATION AS/ REPORTED BY MALES AND FEMALES
Frequencies Desire to Desire for 
Row % have extra










4 8 3 2 17Male 23.5 47.1 17.6 11.8 20.516.28 30.8 15.0 13.34.8 9.6 . 3.6 2.4 •
18 18 17 13 66Female ' 27.3 27.3 25.8 19.7 79.581.8 69.2 85.0 86.7
21.7 21.7 20.5 15.6
Column t22 26 20 15 • S3Total 26.5 31.3 24.1 18.1 100.0
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TABLE III








Do not Do not clean house, 
take care take care of. chil- 
of chil- dren and perform her 

























Total 510.6 2 40. 4.3 83.1 47100.0
. j*
TABLE IV








Do not clean house, Takes as 
take carejof chil- women’s 
dren, fix the house duty 



















/ 84 .6 . .79.5






78 ' ̂ 4 
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TABLE V - •
DOMINATION OF V;IFE BY HUSBAND AS REPORTED BY MALES AND FEMALES




























































‘ TABLE VI *
DOMINATION OF HUSBAND BY WIFE AS REPORTED BY MALES AND FEMALES
Frequencies 


























































_ •  . . .  ... . .
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TABLE VII
NEGLIGENCE' OF EMOTIONAL SUPPORT BY -HUSBAND
AS REPORTED BY MALES AND FEMALES
Frequencies Wife1s Husband No physi­
Wife felt 
belittled,Row % feelings doesn't cal cares­ feelingsColumn % ignored talk of sing by ignored bvTotal % problems husband husband
5 • 2 0 .
etc.
0Males 71.4 28.6 0 .0 .0 .0
9.4 12.5 0 .0 ‘ 0 .0
4.9 1.9 0 .0 0 .0
4S 14 18 16
Females 5 0 .0 ' 1 4 .6 18.8 16.7
9 0 .6 S7.5 100.0 100 .0
4 6 .6 13.6 17.5 . 15.6
Column 53 16 18 ' 16Total 51.5 15.5 17-5 1 5 .6
1
TABLE VIII ' •
NEGLIGENCE OF EMOTIONAL SUPPORT BY WIFE
AS REPORTED BY MALES AND FEMALES
Frequencies Feelings Wife does No p h y s i ­ HusbandRow Jo ignored not talk cal cares­ felt
Column $ by wife of pro­ sing by belittled
Total % blems wife
23 2 15 54Males 52.3 4.5 34.1 9.188.5 * '66.7 75.0 8 0 .0
4 2 .6 3*7 .27.8 7.4
3 1 ^ 5 1Females 3 0 .0 1 0 .0 50.. 0 1 0 .0
11.5 33.3 2 5 .0 2 0 .05.6 1.9 9.3 1.9
Column 26 3 20
-
54
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xvi
TABLE IX
WIFE AND WORK AS REPORTED BY MALES AND FEMALES
Husband Wife • Husband Husband
Frequencies Husband wants wife wants wants wants Row
Row % disap­ to work work,not wife to work,no Total
Column ia prove but wife children both work children
Total % wife’s says ’no’ and keep
work house
16 4 2 4 5 31
Male 51.6 12.9 6.5 12.9 16.1 33.3
33.3 50.0 40.0 20.0 41.717.2 4.3 2.2 4.3' 5.4
32 4 3 16 7 62
Female 51.6. 6.5 4.8 25.8 11.3 66.7
66.7 50.0 60.0 80.0 58.3 .
34.4 4.3 3.2 17.2 7.2
Column 46 8 5 20 12 *93
Total 51.6 8.6 5.4 21.5 12.9 100.0
TABLE X
-HUSBAND AND WORK AS REPORTED BY MALES AND FEMALES
YJife wants 
Frequencies husband Husband 
Row £  ‘ ‘
Column %
Total %
to do Job busy in 












3 11 . 11 0 25
Male 12.0 44.0 44.0 0.0 ' 28.430.0 39.3 28.9 0.0
3.4 12.5 12.5 0.0
7 - 17 27 12 ' 63
Female 11.1 27.0 42.9 » 19.1 71.6
70.0 60.7 71.1 100.0
8.0 19.3 30.7 13.7
Column 10 28 38 12 38
Total • 11.4 31.8 43.1 13.7 100.0
nr
■ /
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xvii
TABLE XI








Husband dis­■ Disagree­ Life busy . Rowapproves . ment on in libera-' Total.wife’s .liberation tion move­participa­ movement menttion
' . 12 11 7 . 30
4.0.0 36.7 23.3 43.552 o 2 32.4 63.6
17.4 15.9 10.1
11 23 5 -. 3928.2 59.0 12.9 56.547.8 , 67.6 41.7
15.9 33.3 7.2 •
23 34 12 69
33.3 49.3 17.3 ' 100.0



































V/ife Husband- - Row
Husjpand Wife's wants ■••• vWhts CJp§n • Total 
phj^ically adultery - -children childrerv^toarriage
unable Husband says 'no1
V/ife
says 'no1
26 2 4 0 7 3 ■ 2. . 17 62
Male 41.9 3.2 6.5 0.0 11.3 4.6 - ’ 3.2 i1 27.4 .'33.7
92.9 4.6 50.0 0.0 70.0 •50.0 . 96 .6 .I 44.7
14.1 1.1 2.2 0.0 3.6 1.6 1-1 •9.2 .
2 40 4 7 3 3 21 122Female 1.6 32.6 3.3 •'5.7 2.5 ' 2.5 4.1 . 17.2 66,3
7.1 95.2 50.0 100.0 30.0 50.0 71.4 • 55.31.1 21.7 2.2 3.6 i.6 1.6 ,v 
/
2.7 11.4
164Column 26 42 6 7 10 6 7 .■ 36























OTHER SEXUAL PROBLEMS AS REPORTED BY MALES AND FEMALESiaI
Turn off Being 
by used
V/ife Sexually Sexual Alcoholic





oral sex Ible eration ihcon- 
pati ble
•
3 1 5 5 31‘
<
1 . \
Male 6.5 2.2 10.9 10*9 67.4 2.2 }12.5 . 50.0 71.4 ' 41.7 47.0 . 14.28 \
1* -2.5 * 0.8 4.2 4.2 * 26.3 0.8
21 1 2 7 35 6Female 29.2 1.4 2.8 *9.7 48.6 8.3
87.5 50.0 28.6 58,3 53.0 85.7
17.8 0 .8 , 1.?' ’ ,5 *9 29.7 . 5.1
Column 24 2 7 12 66 6 .












EFFECTS Of CHILDREN AS REPORTED BY MALES AND FEMALES

















29 4 12 953.7 ’ 7.4 22.3 16.743.9 . 16.0 30.76 47«419.5 2.7 8.1 6.0
37 21 27 10'38.9 22.1 27.6 10.5 '56.1 84.0 69.23 52.62A.8 14.1 18.2 6.7







































on v/ife on hus­
band
Job keeps Job keeps Wife wants. Row 
husband v/ife to do job Total
ayay from away from but hus-
home home band says 
'no' .
22 3 10 2 4- 3 13 66Male 32. a 11.9 ‘ 14.9 3.0 6.0 11 .9 19.4 40.143.9 23.5 50.0 11.0 36.4 30.0 44.313.2 4.3 6.0 1.2 2.4 4.3 . 7.8
, 23 26 10 16 7 ' 2 ‘ 16 100Female 23.0 26.0__ 10.0 16.0 7.0 2.0 16,0 59.951.1 \ 50.0 36.9 63.6 20,0 55.1713.3 '“'"15,6 \ 6.0 9.6 4.2 1.2 9.6 •
' Column 45 34 20 13 11 10
4
' 29 * *  167Total 26.9 20.4 12.0 10.3 6.6 6.0 17.4 ' 100 l.,
TABLE XVI
CRUCIAL SEPARATION DECISION-MAKING POINTS
xxii
AS REPORTED BY MALES AND FEMALES















11. 12 16 , 14 17Kale 8.5 9.3 12.4 1(̂ .9 13.231.4 . 22.6 64.0 31'. 8 .. 51.53.2 3.4 4.6 4.0 4.9
24 41 ■9 30 - 16Female 11 18.7 4.1 13.7 7.368.6 77.A 36,0 68.2 48.5
*»
6.9 11.8 2.6 8.6 4.6
Column 35 53 25 44 33Total 10.1 15.2 7.2 12.6 9.4
(continued)











5 4 14 13 23 1293.9 -3.1 10.9 10.1 ' 17.9 37.1
It. 7 50.0 30.4 54.2 50.0
1.4 1.1 - 4.0 > 3.7
4
6.6
29 4 32 11 23 21913.2 1.8 14.6; 5.0 10.6 * 62.9
.85.3 50.0 69 .6 45.8 50.0
8.3 1.1 9.2 3.2 6.6
34 8 46 24 ’ , 46 3489.8 2.3
9
13.2 ' 6.9 13.3 100 %
\
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TABLE XVII
OTHER MAJCR CONSIDERATIONS IN BREAK-UP
x x m
Frequency- Best for Husband In-laws Household MentalRow % kids finan­ inter­ non-coop­ disturbColumn % cially de­ ference eration ance byTotal % pendent 1 husbandon wife
0 9- 7 - 1Male • 3.4 0 7.6 5.9 0.823.5 0 6o.o 41.2 4-31.2 '0 2.7 2.1 0.3
13 11 6 10 22Female 6.2 5.3 2.9 4.6 10.576.5 100.0 40.0 58.8 95.74.0 3.4 1.8 3.0 6.7
Column 17 A  - 15 17 23Total 5.2 3.1. 4.6 5.2 7.0
(continued)/
■
Mental Less com- Personal Self Unfaithful Rowdisturbance munication incompati- adultery spouse Totalby v/ife and con­ bility' flict
12 • 43 25 9 9 11910.1 36.1 21.0 7.6 7.6 36.3100 42.6 37.3 47.4 19.63.7 13.1* 7.6 2.7 2.7 ‘





























UNANTICIPATED PROBLEMS AS SEPARATED AS REPORTED BY MALES AND FEMALES
Frequency None
t-» n-Row Jo 








































17 26 6 49
Male 13.6 20.8 4.3 39.232.1 36.1 60.0 47.6
4.9 7.5 1.7 14.2
1
Female
36 . 46 4 54
16.3 2 0. a 1.8 24.4
67.9 63.9 40.0 52.4
, 10.4 13.3 1.2 15.6
Column 53 72 10 103
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TABLE XIX
ADVICE FOR PERSONS TO BE SEPARATED AS REPORTED BY MALES. AHD FEMALES
Frequency Profes- 
% sional






Friends Get sepa- Trial 
relatives ration separa- 
help tion
Think(and Separa- 
try for tion if
23 2 42 4
21.1 1 .6 33.5 3.7
36.5 4 0 .0 36.2 ,40.07.7 0.7 14.0 ' 1.3
40 3 , 7ft 621.1 1 .6 38.9 3.2

















Take pro- Do not 
fessional hold for 





























NATURE AND LEVEL flF COMUNICATION AMD ITS EFFECTS UN MARITAL
\ , 





















10 114 5- ' 2 3Kale 7.5 85.1 3.7 . 1.5 2.2
40.0 37.3 23.8 40.0 , 30.0
2.7 31.1 1.4 0.5. -0 .8
15 192 16 3' 7Female 6 .4 82.4 6.9 1.3 3.0
60 .0 • 62.7 76.2 60.0 70.0
4.1
4
.52.3 4*4 . 0.8 1.9


























EFFECTS OF AID AFTER SEPARATION AS REPORTED BY MALES AND FEMALES
Frequency Tried no Covmsel- Counsel­ Relatives Relatives Church Church Spouse Row
Row % help ling ling and and effective ineffec­ refuse Total
Column % ineffec­ effective friends friends . tive help
Total % tive etc. help etc. help
effective ineffec­
tive •
69 17 3 4 7 0 5 9 134Male 66.4 12.7 2.2 2.6 5.2 0 3.7 • 6.7 36.339.6 29.3 20.0 44.4 36.8 0 31.3 36.0
24.1 4*6 0.8 1.1 1.9 0 1.4 2; 4
136 41 12 5 12 2 11 16 235Female ' 57.9 17.4 5.1 2.2 5.1 0.9 4.7 6.8 63.7
60.4 70.7 80.0 55.6 63.2 100.0 68.8 64.0‘ 36.9 11.1 3.3 1.3 i.9 • \ °*5 • 3.0 4.3
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